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Michael G. Pierce 
Attorney at Law 
P. 0. Box 1019 
Cascade, Idaho 83611 
Telephone: (208) 382-3926 
Facsimile: (208) 382-3783 
Idaho State Bar Number: 1470 
~C~~Y,C~ 
DEC 0 7 2010 
case ~---lnsUG:....---
J:lari AW ~7l P.M 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
In the Matter of the ) 
Driving Privileges of ) Case No. CR-2010- SOD -C 
) 
) PETITION FOR JUDICIAL 
LINDA LEE HUBBARD, ) REVIEW 
) 
Petitioner. ) Fee Category: L(3) 
Fee: $ 88.00 
COMES NOW the above-named Petitioner, Linda Lee Hubbard, and pursuant to 
Idaho Code l 8-8002A(8) and Title 67, Chapter 52. Idaho Code, hereby petitions the 
above-entitled Court for review of the final order of Eric Moody, Hearing Examiner for 
the Idaho Transportation Department dated November 17,2010, suspending the driving 
privileges of the Petitioner. 
In accordance with Rule 84(d), I.R.C.P., the following information is submitted: 
I. The name of the agency from which judicial review is sought is the State 
of Idaho, Transportation Department. 
2. This petition is taken to the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Valley. 
3. The designation of the case in the Idaho Department of Transportation is 
Idaho D.L. No. WA100282F, File No. 212001485106. The decision to be reviewed is 
the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law issued October 28, 2010, as affirmed on 
November 17, 2010, after Motion for Reconsideration. Copies are attached. 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - I 
4. Petitioner believes that an audio recording was made of the initial hearing 
held on October 26, 2010, which recording is in the possession of the Department of 
Transportation. 
5. The issues to be reviewed include: (a) Whether the evidentiary test was 
performed in compliance with Idaho Code and ISP Forensic Services Standard Operating 
Procedures, and (b) Whether the testing instrument was functioning properly when the 
test was administered. 
6. In order to save expense for the Petitioner, the Petitioner requests the 
preparation of only an audio recording of the hearing of October 26, 2010, unless the 
Court desires a written transcript. 
7. I certify: 
(a) That two copies of this Petition have been served upon the Idaho 
Department of Transportation; 
(b) The sum of Ten Dollars ($10.00) has been submitted to the 
Department of Transportation to cover the cost of an audio recording of the hearing of 
October 26, 201 O; 
(c) That upon information and belief, there is no cost for a copy of the 
preparation of the record, but if one is demanded, the same will be paid forthwith. 
Dated this 7 day of December, 2010. 
/ 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 2 
Michael G. Pierce 
Attorney for Petitioner 
J 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this $ day of December, 20 I 0, caused 
two true and correct copies of the foregoing Petition for Judicial Review to be served, 
as follows: 
Office of Idaho Attorney General 
Transportation Division 
3311 West State Street 
P. 0. Box 7129 





_/ Michael G. Pierce 




IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF 








IDAHO D.L. No.WA100282F 
FILE No. 212001485106 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND 
ORDER 
This matter came on for Administrative License Suspension (ALS) 
hearing on October 26, 2010, by telephone conference. Michael G. Pierce, 
Attorney at Law, represented Hubbard. 
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension served 
pursuant to Idaho Code §18-8002A* is SUSTAINED. 
EXHIBIT LISTt 
The hearing examiner received the following exhibits into evidence 
as part of the record of the proceeding: 
1. Notice of suspension and temporary permit 
2. Evidentiary test results 
3. Sworn statement 
4. Copy of citation number 1485106 
5. Copy of petitioner's driver's license 
6. Envelope from law enforcement agency 
7. Certificate of receipt of law enforcement documents 
8. Petitioner's hearing request 
FINDINGS OF FACT ,\Nnlnl\J('J r:qnl\r~nh'T ;\1\T \l\!n(\Dnr.o 1 




A. Solution logs 
B. DVD 
THE HEARING EXAMINER HAS TAKEN JUDICIAL NOTICE OF THE 
FOLLOWING ITEMS: 
1. Records regularly maintained by ITD* 
2. IDAPA§ Rules and manuals 
3. rsp** standards and procedurestt for breath testing instruments 
4. Idaho Statutes, city, and county ordinances and procedures 
5. Reported Court Decisions 
6. NHTSA ** driving while impaired and SFSTs§§ testing manual 
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS *** 
Mr. Pierce's comments and arguments: 
1. Exhibit 2 provides on August 27, 2010, at 02.28, the Lifeloc FC20's 
calibration at 0.042 was out of range. 
2. On August 27, Exhibit A only shows calibrations at 0.08 and not the 
0.042 calibration. 
3. The last calibration prior to Hubbard's breath test was the 0.042. 
4. September 9, 2010, provides a calibration result of .090. 
5. Exhibit 2 and A provide two calibrations outside the tolerance range. 
6. The calibrations show the Lifeloc FC20 was not functioning properly, 
the results were unreliable, and should have been taken out of service. 
7. Trooper Wright not indicating the .042 on the instrument operations 
log is not within SOPs requirements. 
5 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
I, having heard the issues raised by the driver; having considered 
the exhibits admitted as evidence; having considered the matter herein; 
and being advised in the premises and the law, make the following 
Findings of Fact: 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE §18-8002A(7) THE PETITIONER HAS 
THE BURDEN OF PROOF BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE 
REGARDING ALL IDAHO CODE §18-8002A STANDARDS AND ALL 
ISSUES RAISED BY THE PETITIONER. 
1. 
DID TROOPER MARK WRIGHT HAVE LEGAL CAUSE TO STOP THE 
VEHICLE HUBBARD WAS DRIVING? 
1. Trooper Wright observed the vehicle driven by Hubbard fail to dim the 
vehicle's bright headlight in violation of Idaho Code §49-923. 
2. Trooper Wright had legal cause to stop the vehicle driven by Hubbard. 
2. 
DID TROOPER WRIGHT HAVE LEGAL CAUSE TO BELIEVE HUBBARD 
VIOLATED IDAHO CODE §18-8004? 
1. Trooper Wright observed Hubbard driving a motor vehicle. 
2. Hubbard exhibited the following behaviors: 
a. Smelled of an alcoholic beverage 
b. Admitted to consuming alcoholic beverages 
c. Slurred speech 
d. Glassy eyes 
e. Bloodshot eyes 
3. Hubbard met the decision points on the horizontal gaze nystagmus, 
the 9-step walk and turn, and the one leg stand SFSTs. 
6 
4. Trooper Wright had sufficient legal cause to arrest Hubbard and 
request an evidentiary test. 
3. 
DID THE EVIDENTIARY TEST RESULTS INDICATE A VIOLATION OF 
IDAHO CODE §§18-8004, 18-8004C, OR 18-8006? 
1. The analyses of Hubbard's breath samples indicated a BrAC,,. of 
.113/.109. 
2. Hubbard was in violation of Idaho Code §18-8004. 
4. 
WAS THE EVIDENTIARY TEST PERFORMED IN COMPLIANCE WITH ALL 
REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH IN IDAHO CODE AND ISP FORENSIC 
SERVICES SOPS? 
1. Trooper Wright's affidavit states the evidentiary test was performed in 
compliance with Idaho Code and ISP Forensic Services SOPs. 
2. Hubbard's evidentiary test was performed in compliance with Idaho 
Code and ISP Forensic Services SOPs. 
s. 
DID THE EVIDENTIARY TEST:CNG INSTRUMENT FUNCTION PROPERLY 
WHEN THE TEST WAS ADMINISTERED? 
1. The Lifeloc FC20 evidentiary breath-testing instrument used to test 
Hubbard's breath sample completed a valid performance verification 
cl1eck on September 06, 2010. 
2. The Lifeloc FC20's valid performance verification check approved the 
instrument for evidentiary testing in accordance with ISP Forensic 
Services SOP Section 5.1. 3. 
a. ISP Forensic Services SOP Section 5.1.3 allows a performance 
verification check within 24 hours (prior to or before) of an 
evidentiary breath test. 
7 
3. Although Exhibit 2 demonstrates prior performance verification at .042 
that was not included in Exhibit A, upon review of ISP Forensic 
Services SOP Section 5.1, unlike 0.20 performance verification, 0.080 
performance verifications are not required to be indicated on an 
instrument operations log. 
4. ISP Forensic Services SOP Section 5.1.5 allows up to three additional 
performance verifications when performance verification is not within a 
simulator solution's range. 
5. Exhibit A demonstrates valid performance verification at 02: 24 and 
02:27 on September 27, 2010, the same day when the 0.042 
performance verification occurred. 
a. Exhibit 2 demonstrates the Ufeloc FC20's clock was used to 
obtain the 0.042 result. 
b. The record is devoid of what method was used to times Exhibit 
2's verification checks on September 27, 2010. 
c. Hubbard did not present any proof that the time indicated in 
Exhibit 2 and A were or were not synchronized. 
d. Hubbard did not adequately provide proof pursuant to Idaho 
Code §18-8002A(7) that the 0.042 performance verification was 
the last check prior to Hubbard's breath test. 
6. According to ISP Forensic Services web site, simulator solution lot 
number 09802 (the same lot number used on September 6, 2010) has 
a target value of .083 with a range of 0.075 to 0.091. 
7. Although it unknown what simulator solution lot number was used to 
perform the September 09, 2010, performance verification checks, 
Hubbard has not provided any proof that the September 09, 2010 
performance verification checks were not within a simulator solution's 
target value range. 
8. The Lifeloc FC20 evidentiary breath-testing instrument functioned 
properly when the test was administered. 
8 
6. 
WAS HUBBARD ADVISED OF THE POSSIBLE SUSPENSION OF HER 
IDAHO DRIVING PRIVILEGES? 
1. Hubbard was read the Idaho Code §§18-8002 and 18-8002A advisory 
form prior to submitting to the evidentiary test. 
2. Hubbard was advised of the consequences of refusing or failing 
evidentiary testing pursuant to Idaho Code §§18-8002 and 18-8002A. 
CONCLUSION OF LAW 
CONFLICTING FACTS, IF ANY, WERE CONSIDERED AND 
REJECTED IN FAVOR OF THE FOREGOING CITED FACTS. 
BASED UPON THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT, I 
CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR 
SUSPENSION OF THE PETITIONER'S DRIVING PRIVILEGES 
SET FORTH IN IDAHO CODE §§18-8002 AND 18-8002A 
WERE COMPLIED WITH IN THIS CASE. 
THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS RENDERED: 
ORDER 
THE STAY ORDER IS HEREBY QUASHED AND THE 
SUSPENSION SET FORTH IN THE NOTICE OF SUSPENSION 
FOR FAILURE OF EVIDENTIARY TESTING SERVED BY 
TROOPER WRIGHT ON SEPTEMBER 06, 2010, SHALL BE 
REINSTATED FOR ONE YEAR COMMENCING ON NOVEMBER 
03, 2010, AND REMAIN IN EFFECT THROUGH NOVEMBER 
03, 2011. 
9 
DATED this 28th day of October 2010 
Eric G. Moody 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARII\JG EXAMINER 
10 
Endnotes 
*Idaho's Implied Consent Statute 
t-Idaho Transportation Department's (ITD hereafter) exhibits are numeric, 
Petitioner's exhibits are alpha 
'Idaho Transportation Department 
§Idaho's Administrative Procedure Act 
**Idaho State Police 
11 Hereafter SOPs 
t
1National Highway Transportation Safety Administration 
ssstandardized field sobriety tests 
*** Argument and testimony is summarized from record of hearing 
ti-t-Breath Alcohol Concentration 
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FINAL ORDER 
(Hearings pursuant to section 18-8002A, I.C.) 
This is a final order of the Department. 
A motion for reconsideration may be filed with the Idaho Transportation 
Department's Administrative License Suspension Hearing Unit, PO Box 
7129, Boise, ID 83707-1129 within fourteen (14) days of the issue date of 
this order. If the hearing officer fails to act upon this motion within 
twenty-one (21) days of its receipt, the motion will be deemed denied. 
Or, pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party 
aggrieved by this final order or orders previously issued in this case may 
appeal this final order and all previously issued orders in this case to 
district court by filing a petition for judicial review in the district court of 
the county in which: 
1. A hearing was held; 
2. The final agency actions were taken; or 
3. The party seeking review of the order resides. 
An appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of the issue date of 
this final order. The filing of an appeal to district court does not itself stay 
the effectiveness or enforcement of the order under appeal. 
12 
IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
In the Matter of the 
Driving Privileges of 
Linda Lee Hubbard 
) Idaho D. L. No.WA100282F 
) File 212001485106 
) 
) ORDER 
This matter came on for hearing on October 26, 2010, and 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law Order were issued on October 28, 
2010. On November 01, 2010, the Department received a Motion for 
Reconsideration from the driver. 
The Hearing Examiner, having reviewed the record and considered 
the Motion to Reconsider and being advised in the premises and the law, 
DENIES the Motion to Reconsider and affirms the Findings of Fact, 
Conclusions of Law previously entered. 
DATED this 17th day of November 2010 
ric 
Hearing Examiner 13 
Michael G. Pierce 
Attorney at Law 
P. 0. Box 1019 
Cascade, Idaho 83611 
Telephone: (208) 382-3926 
Facsimile: (208) 382-3783 
Idaho State Bar Number: 1470 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
In the Matter of the 
Driving Privileges of 
LINDA LEE HUBBARD, 
Petitioner. 
) 




) PETITIONER'S OPENING 
) BRIEF 
Petitioner submits the following opening brief in support of her Petition for 
Judicial Review of the final order of Eric Moody, Hearing Examiner for the Idaho 
Transportation Department dated November 17, 2010, suspending the driving privileges 
of the Petitioner. 
Facts: 
Petitioner was arrested September 6, 2010, by Trooper Wright of the Idaho State 
Police on suspicion of Driving Under the Influence. After playing the ALS advisory tape 
and after the mandatory 15-minute waiting period, the petitioner provided two breath 
samples to Trooper Wright on his Lifeloc FC20. The results wee .113 and .109. 
Consequently, Petitioner was given a Notice of Suspension. Since this was her second 
failure \Vi thin five years, the suspension was for a period of one year. 
Petitioner requested a hearing before an Administrative Hearing Office of the 
Idaho Department of Transportation. The hearing \Vas held on October 26, 2010. 
PETITIONER'S OPENING BRIEF- 1 
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Following the hearing, the Hearing Officer issued Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 
Law and Order on October 28, 2010, sustaining the license suspension. 
On November 1, 2010, Petitioner submitted a written request for reconsideration 
of the order, which request was denied by Order dated November 17, 2010. 
A Petition for Judicial Review was filed herein on December 7, 2010. 
Issues Before the Court: 
The issues to be reviewed include: (a) Whether the evidentiary test was performed 
in compliance with Idaho Code and ISP Forensic Services S.tandard Operating 
Procedures, and (b) Whether the testing instrument was functioning properly when the 
test was administered. 
Law: 
The administrative license suspension statute, I.C. § l 8-8002A, requires that the 
hearing officer must uphold the suspension unless he or she finds, by a preponderance of 
the evidence, that the driver has shown one of several grounds enumerated in I.C. § l 8-
8002A(7) for vacating the suspension. Those grounds include: 
( d) The tests for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances 
administered at the direction of the peace officer were not conducted in accordance with 
the requirements of section 18-8004( 4), Idaho Code, or the testing equipment was not 
functioning properly \\·hen the test was administered .... 
A court may overturn an agency's decision where its findings, inferences, 
conclusions, or decisions: (a) violate statutory or constitutional provisions; (b) exceed the 
agency's statutory authority; (c) are made upon unlawful procedure; (d) are not supported 
by substantial evidence in the record; or (e) are arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of 
discretion. I.C. § 67-5279(3). The party challenging the agency decision must 
demonstrate that the agency erred in a manner specified in I.C. § 67-5279(3) and that a 
substantial right of that party has been prejudiced. Price v. Payette County Bd l?f County 
PETITIONER'S OPENING BRIEF - 2 
15 
Comm'rs, 131 Idaho 426,429,958 P.2d 583,586 (1998). If the agency's decision is not 
affirmed on appeal, " it shall be set aside ... and remanded for further proceedings as 
necessary." I.C. § 67-5279(3) 
Argument: 
The breath testing equipment in question is a Lifeloc FC20, serial # 90203842 
kept in Trooper Wright's vehicle. The Idaho State Police maintain a Reference Manual, 
with the most recent version being effective August 20, 20 I 0. The ISP also has adopted 
an Idaho Standard Operating Procedure for Breath Alcohol Testing, with the relevant 
version being Effective August 27, 2010. Copies of both documents are attached for the 
Court's reference. 
Based upon a review of the evidentiary test results (Exhibit 2) and the coinciding 
instrument operation log for the Lifeloc #90203842 (Exhibit A), it is clear that the 
instrument was not functioning properly immediately prior to petitioner's evidentiary 
test, during the test, nor in the days following. The evidentiary test results are therefore 
invalid pursuant to ISP standard operating procedure. 
The instrument operation log (Exhibit A) for the Lifeloc used to test the Petitioner 
indicates wide fluctuation in performance verifications over the months preceding her 
evidentiary test. 
Petitioner's Lifeloc printout (Exhibit 2) shows the last performance verification 
prior to her submitting a breath sample was completed on August 27, 20 IO at 0228 hours 
with a result of .042. This result is well outside the +/- I 0% range of the known .080 
target for the simulator solution. 
Curiously, although Trooper Wright obtained three results from the August 27'h 
calibration check, only the two valid results were logged on Exhibit A. These were .083 
obtained at 0224, and .082 obtained at 0227. The .042 result, obtained at 0228, is not on 
the log. Failing to log the invalid result is contrary to ISP standard operating procedure, 
and specifically contrary to the requirements set forth in the Reference Manual at pages 6 
and 27. 
PETITIONER'S OPENING BRIEF - 3 
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The provision on Page 27 states: 
·· You must print or log each wet check result as soon llJ the reJu/t llppellrs. The 
ilutrume11t mn Jtore only the moJt recent reJu/t." 
We know that the .042 value was the last result obtained on August 27th 
verification check, because the Lifeloc instrument has the ability to save only the last run 
performance verification. The instrument automatically deletes the previous verification 
and saves the most current. This value was printed out on Exhibit 2 along with the results 
of Ms. Hubbard's tests. 
Therefore the .042 performance verification was the last valid simulator solution 
check and should have resulted in the instrument being taken out of service for repair. In 
the alternative, additional performance verifications should have been run by Trooper 
Wright prior to testing the Petitioner, so that two valid results in sequence were obtained 
prior to her test. This was not done. 
Standard Operating Procedure 5. l .5 provides in pertinent part, as follows: 
5.1.5 Acceptable results for a 0.08 or 0.20 performance verification is a pair of 
samples in sequence that are both within+/- 10% of the performance verification solution 
target value. Target values and ranges of acceptable results are included in a certificate of 
analysis for each solution lot series, prepared by, and available from, the ISPFS. 
The note set forth thereafter on page 11 states: " ... the results of the initial 
performance verification may not be within the acceptable range, therefore the 
performance verification may be repeated until a pair of satisfactory results are obtained." 
No consecutive pair of valid test results were obtained prior to the test of Ms. 
Hubbard. 
The log reveals that the instrument completed performance verifications on 
September 6, 201 0 with results of .081/.081 and on September 9, 2010 with results of 
.090/.089. The verifications for the two week period surrounding Ms. Hubbard's 
evidentiary test fluctuated between .042 and .090 for a simulator solution lot with a 
known value of .080. This wide variation of results is not acceptable. 
PETITIONER'S OPENING BRIEF- 4 
17 
Ms. Hubbard's evidentiary test was administered on an instrument that had failed 
the performance verification immediately prior with a .042 result and fluctuated to the 
high range of a .090 result with a known target of .080 for the verification three days 
following: This instrument was not properly verified and should have been taken out of 
service. 
Consequently, the hearing officer's findings must be overturned and Ms. 
Hubbard's driving privileges must be restored to her. 
Dated this 21st day of March, 2011. 
/u ///_J_-
/ Michael G. Pierce 
Attorney for Petitioner 
PETITIONER'S OPENl"IG BRIEF- 5 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 21st day of March, 2011, caused true and 
correct copies of the foregoing document to be served, as follows: 
Michael J. Kane, Esq. 
Michael Kane & Associates. PLLC 
P. 0. Box 2865 
Boise, Idaho 83 70 l 
Honorable Michael R. McLaughlin 
District Judge 
200 West Front Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702-7300 






Fax to 208-342-2323 
(courtesy copy) 
[,f U.S. Mail 
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Scope: 
Idaho Stall' Police (ISPl has clUthorit) and rc~ponsibilit) in the :;tall' ufidaho t·ur the calibratiun 
and ce11illcation of instruments. maintL'nanl·c o(instrumcntation. qualit~ l·,111trnl guideli11es. and 
anal~ tical methods pertaining to thee, idcntiar) collection of breath alcohol ~am pies. Idaho State 
Police Forensic Sen ices (ISPFSJ is the functional unit ,,ithin ISP that is authnrized to administer 
the Breath Alcohol Testing Program. 
Anal) ti cal Methods (AM). also klllmn as Standard Operating PnKedures ( SOP). shall supersede 
and take legal ~1recedent o, er an) and all other tL1rms of documentation (e.g. reference manuals. 
training manuals. and training materials) produced or maintained by the Idaho State Police as it 
pertains to the Breath Alcohol I i::'Sting Program in the state of Idaho. If discrepancies exist 
bct,\een differing forms of procedural documentation. the Anal) tical fv1etlrnJ ~hall be the binding 
document. 
The rcfi:rence manuals prnduced and maintained b:-, !SPFS are for rcf'ercnce only as it pertains to 
the form and function of the different breath alcohol testing instruments used \\ithin the state L1f 
Idaho. If questions arise as to the functionality of the instrument. the reference manual may be 
used to help answer those questions. The reference manual is a reference tool used b; the end 
user agency to help the Breath Testing Specialists and Operators maintain knowledge as to the 
functi@ality of the instrument and to refresh their memories as to the different functions and 
options,, ithin the different i11struments. 
Breath Testing Specialists Responsibilities: 
rl1e [3reath Testing Specialist ( BTS) should have a good klllrn ledge of the Breath Alcohol 
Program and the operation L1fthe FC20. It will be the responsibility of the BTS to O\ersee the 
l3reath A le oho I Pro gram within his/her agency. 
The BTS \\ ill be responsible for: 
a) Record management and 1·etention 
bl Maintenance and functioning ofthe instrument 
c) Maintenance and functioning of the simulator 
d) Teaching and CL'rtif) ing uperators in the proper use of the FC20 
e) Testif: ing in eourt to your responsibilities and duties 
This rderence manual is designed to assist the BTS in their duties. However. ifat an) time 
questions arise. call the lab that has jurisdiction over: our area (see r:::J>L'l \\(·b;::JLt:). 
C()ELR d'ALENE LAB 
61.'i \\ Wilbur A,e. Suite B 
CoeunLi\lene. Id 838 l .'i 
POC AT[LLO LAB 
209 E. Le,, is 
Pocatello. IJ 8.320 I 
MFRIDIA~ I AB 
700 S. Stratford Drive Suite 12.'i 
l'vleridian. Id 83642 
PHONE Nl'!\1131::R: 209-8700 
FAX Nl '.\1f3ER: 209-8612 
PllO:'JE NLMl3ER: 232-9474 
FAX 'JLM BER: 232-3697 
PIIONE Nl 1:V1BLR: 884-7170 
FAX '\lJ!\H3ER: 884-7197 
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Safetv: 
o.l 
Chemicals. reagents. anJ solutions uscJ \\ithin the scopl;.' of th~· breath testing prngra111 
shmIIJ be hanJkd ,, ith caution to a, oiJ loss. spillage. contamination. :111J Jamagc of the 
instrumentation. \\"hen any 1.:'lcctrical instruml;.'nt is useJ ~m)unJ anJ in conjunction ,, ith 
liquiJ sl1lutions and reagents. extrerne caution shoulJ be" taken to a,oid damage Jue to 
short circuits and injury due to ekctrical shock. 
OflictTs should be ~l\\are that pt'rtincnt safety information may exist in an instrument 
l1pcration manual or in the :vfakrial Salety Data Shel;.'! (1\1SDS) fr1r a chemical. reagent. or 
solution. 
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Quick Reference Guide 
Auto Suhject Testing: 
Pu,,er the instrument l)n am! rntcr sub_jcct ickntification informatinn (nptional). To 
initiate an autl) sequence test. cwcute a manual air blank. The tt'Sting sequence ,,ill 
pwcccd as t'nllo,,s: :\utl) Tcst2 minute waitlAuto Air Blank'Auto TestPrint (third test 
,, ill autumaticall:- be requested if the results are not ,,ithin the 0.02 acceptance criteria) 
Ir necessary. Manual (hcrride may be used during the Auto Test,, indo,, to take a 
manual sample. 
Aborted/Cancelled Subject Test: 
Briefly hit the po,,er button uuring a sequence test to bring up the exit test screen. Select 
the reason r·or the aborted test and press the function button. Record the rL'SUlts and/or 
print the results. 
\Vet Check: 
Enter the ,vet check screen and press the execute button to take a sample of the simulator 
breath sample. Log or print the results as the instrnment will overwrite successive wet 
check results. 
Be sure the sample target value is set correctly with the+/- buttons. 
To get out of a Menu Screen: 
Briefly press the Power button and it will take you back to the ··Subject ID .. screen. 
Or turn the instrument completely off back LH1. 
Performance Verification: 
The term performance ,·erification is used S) nonymously ,,ith "'calibration check ... 
Performance , eri fie ations are checks l) ft he i nstrumcnts performance using , eri ficd 
standard solutions. 
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FC20 Displayed Messages 
( 1\kssagcs that ma: appear on the display) 
l. Calibration expiring: D1is means the instrument must he sent to the ISP 
lahorahHY for inspection. or e\'aluated by ISP Forensics personnel. There will he a 
14-day adrnnce warning. At the end of that time the instrument will be locked and 
\\ill not run :my further tests until recalibrated by the laboratory. On a new 
instrument. this calibration lockout will be set at approximately 6 months from the 
date of initial certification. Follm"ing inspection by the ISP lab. the lockout will 
be set for a longer time period or disabled. :'1/otify )'OUr BTS. 
1 Air blank time out: After the air blank runs. there is a 2 minute window. If the 
breath test isn't initiated \\ithin !hat window ... air blank timeout"" shows on the 
display and it requests another air blank. 
3. Air Blank Failed: If an air blank is anything other than 0.000. Instrument goes 
into a t\vo-minute countdown. runs another air blank automatically. If this one 
also fails Aborted: 2 air blank failures appears. Press Exec to get back to the 
Subject ID display. 
4. Log full in 10 tests. (9. 8.7. etc.) This means there is log space for only 10. or 
fewer. tests. If the log is not cleared after those 10 tests ... Log Full .. will appear 
and no tests can he run. Contact your BTS. 
5. Low Li Battery- means the internal battery that powers the real-time clock is 
getting low. The instrument \Viii have to have the battery replaced by appropriate 
personnel. 
6. Warning Low Battery- The four AA cells need to be replaced. Don·t use 
rechargeable batteries. 
7. External Interference - Detection of high le\·els of interference typically or can 
occur near the end ofa fuel cell's life. 
8. Printer Error - unit can't communicate \vith the printer-possibly had cable or 
improper cable connection. 
9. Excessive Alcohol - The sample introduced into the instrument exceeded the 
range of the instrument. This can occur with high levels of mouth alcohol. 
10. Temperature- the unit is too hot or too cold to take a test. 
11. Pump reset needed: Follo\v displayed instructions or turn unit off. then on again. 
This message should appear rarely ifat all. If it shows up repeatedly the 
instrument must he removed from sen·ice and e\ aluated by appropriate personnel. 
Contact your BTS about this message. 
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lnstru1nent Overvie\v: Reference M anual 
n ~ l .,fd\lC Fl'10 ls ;\I) IR:-.lrUl\ll.'lll maJI.' t'I) l .ifolt~ rt.:d \lhllll):!il.'"S in \\ ' h('Jl Ri<li;.~. 
Cl1lor~1Jo. l)h1.1111 .. ·: 800-n ~-48n. 1 h1.· FC.20 i~ ind uJ,;:tl in the };H r sA C\111f,m11ini;. 
Prt,Juc1s I.1st t'f E, 1dentitil 1lrc;.i1h Ml.'a.11;1m::meo1 Di:-\ 1,:\.'"l.. 
E, c.:-, i-; 11:i<J r;.,r ;1.,.·1i,,ns \\ ilhin a 
nwnu opti,m. al,,ng ,, uh th.: ~mall ~ 
::ind - hulMtlS. 
S1.·nsor th-ill ddcCI~ loi.:al l igh1ing 
1.·t11tditions. 
Funt'th)n t;,lke~ you lhru varn1us 
menu t1p1ious. 
On.'(1ff b-tllton, Pr<ssing il 
bridl y takes ym1 back to the 
sum uf th<- 1cstin.1Z ~equcuce. 
tvkiuthpiea slot 
BJl ll.'T) \'\,}111r:,tr11ll1,.'lll 
Frc:i.h hath.·rics should las1 
110-1 ~o h1.111r!l.1)t' u~age 
lJ:1lw I ifoh11.7 FC~O R~frr<nc .. · :\1;mual 
r:-sui11g. ArnhMit~ .•• 1sr>rs Qu:.iilly ;\IJUU~Cr 
Rt.• \ b ion O (ffl'cti,·'-' Sr~0,'2010 
P:\g~ R <>I' J-1 
3(1 
Pump\ kd1anism: 
h 1L·l CL'II u11Lkr this plate 
Principle of Operation 
The FC20 is a fuel Cc.! II based instrument. .'\kt>hul introduct'd into the fuel cell rca1.:1s 
,vith the fuel cell to produce an 1.!kc trica l current that is directl y prnpt)rti0nal lo the 
C()I1cen tration of the alcohol in the sample. The instrument will not <1Ct:l!pt annther tes t 
c-·Wait" perit)d) until the fuel cdl haseline stabi lizes. 
Menu ~avigation 
Once tlw instru111l.'n t is turned tHl. there arc: live nwjt>r ml'nLI screens l!Sl'd ftlr testing or 
, ·arious instrument sett ings. Sec page 23: they arl! accessed by pressing Function. :vlost 
of the menus are to be set only by the BTS. To get t>ut of a menu ,md hack tn suhjl'ct 
t1.;sting press Po"er brictly. 
1. Testing. The testing :sequence appears ... ,·hen instrument ptw.-er is turned tm. Suhjccl 
k'sting can begin immt'diately . 
2. Printing. At th(' ctint.:lusi\ln 01·1~sting. th<: prim icon appears :iht>W the Exec bultt)ll. It 
abo :-.hows up a!kr pn:ssing Function t,, it:e after pt)\\.Cring tm the instrn111t·nt. 
3. Calihration . In tht: licld this 1111.·nu is used lo run p1.·rlormance ,critication t.:111.·cks. 
alst) knt>\\ n as Wet Chel·ks M calibratiun (hl.'cks . .-\ctual r~calibratinn tif the instrument 
is dl)n~ 111 lht: ISP labs and is pas:mnrd-pnllc.:-ct('J. 
-t . Sl•ttings. This indudes tillll'. date. $hutoff 1i111t:. IO seuings. testing 1111.)tk. print 
:-.~uings. and di~play Sl'ltings. 
5. Status. Status indutks the Slift ,,are ,1.·rsit1n. 11.·st log status. ballc.:-ry ('onditit)n. 
instrument tl·mpcraturc. 
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Subject Testing 
1·11c instrurn\:nt shnuld bc 1)pcratcd \\ith the autt)!llatic ··scqucnce ~vfode On .. as set in the 
Settings menu. l he sequence pro, idc:s f1)r air blank. breath test. air hlunk. and second 
breath test. Once the first air hlank is run. the display reads "/\uto-Tcst .. and the subject 
shtHild deli,·er the first breath $ample. l f the first two tests do nl)t agree ,.,ithin .020 a third 
tcst is requested hy the S\1Ctware. l r the operatlH. decides the suhjel·t cannl)t l)r will not 
dcliwr a proper sample as instructed. Manual O,\:rride is available hy pressing Exec. 
The use of Subject ID is rcCt)l11J11l'tKkd because the informatil)l1 entered prints out 011 the 
hard Cl)PY t)f the results. 
When a breath sampk is delivered. the instrument draws npprn.ximately I cc of hreath 
into thc fucl 1:ell by means t)f a pump: the sample is c.:ol lected in oppro.ximatc::11 160 
milliseconds. The sot'tware requires ddivery of a minimum l)f 1.3 liters of hrcath. and 
then checks for a drop-off t11· about 63% from the averuge breath pressure 0\'Cr the first 
1.3 liters of expired breath before taking the sample. Tt also checks for positivt' pressure 
,,ithin the mouthpiece after the pump is run to make sure the subjec.:t did not stop blowing 
while the pump was running. Ir one or both of the first two tests (samples) is 
··insuffident". a third test will he requested by the sofo~.:are. The test log will store 
approximately ~50 tests that may he printed at a later date. When the test log is nearly 
full. a warning message will appear advising that space for l O tests remains. Once the lt)g 
is full. no further tests can be run until the log is c !eared. Contact your BTS if the 
message "Log full in X tests" appears. 
Mouthpiece 
The mouthpiece fits over two ports t)n the back of the instrum~nt: 
Sample Port Pressure Sensor 
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Auto Test Mode Operation 
-fl•'lf IUtJt/i' IL\~tf f3 Ill t/1~ 1J'faTulft111 tJ/ ti,~ OfJt!T(lf(Jf/ tr)(t'IU:,"-
J . Subj..-1 IO Alphomuncnt tapaMhl) 
t\. L'S< 11\e • amt "-'-1 s 10 selcrl J.:s1rcJ 1,uco c:lr nun1t'l.:r~. 
li. Sel .. ,'11he Jom.-d duroi:1er. pre» Euc 10 fflO\C 10 1h\.' uc\l sr,.h:c 
(" Whc:n .;di 1t,.:, mf'imnauon ~ tN:-cn tnlc-r('O p~ func-1ion 
0 ro h>-~ "°''hj«t ID pre$$ 1h< Function ttuu,,n 
J A,r hlonL••0 \\011 
.1 Atr BlanL. ~ainplc pre~ 1hc .. L,cc- t-.1non 
5. \tr blank N'klh.~ ,houJJ be J1'!iopfd)C.°'l 01 0 .000 If M Qlf bl"nl n~U\, tc,cttdS 
OOOOl. 11 -.,ill run .m<'Chcr 11rblw,~ l(thc- -.cc.:cmd Nlt JI~ (111). 1h< h~\I ~ucn~t 
I'll .th,tlrtNI 
6 \UIO Test 
7 Install""'' ntut11hp11.,---c 
8 Suhji..-..:t ~lt1\, s 
Q l(c,uh, J1>rl•1 <J 
- It U suxg~te'd 1l,t11 Ille' moutltple'tt I,«, umu,vtlfrm11 lb<* imtrun,.-111, .'.h lhc .air 
h1ank n1J) r.1il 1(1hc moo1hp1t1.Y 1s kfi 1.Ulnmcd 
/II 1-mmutc Jcla> hl:fi•c >C\-.md a11 M.mL I.JUh'tftUUk:) 
11 Rts-ultJ 0.000. It on Jlr Manlr. fails., (C\\."n.-J~ 0 <>00}. u \\ 111 run :tn,1llt('f .ur hl.inL 
11 the ""-,;-,1nJ fllll." :d"'4J ft,I ). the· h,0il t.equcncc 1, Jtk1ncd 
I J R-.:nhA,.,11 lh<" 1n~iu1hp1~c ll 11 \\,» f\.intt\td Ollk.,'h nl.s} da:1 10 d,s.. .. JrJ 11'k.~ lirsa 
nl\llUhrh.'\'° onJ 1~rtn« 11 \\llh O nf" tlnt hv lhc ._.,,,•,,nd t,~.slh ~mpt,• 
I' t\Ul~'I f \.")I 
1.a k,·,ult, J1,q>ln~ 1.-J 
15 1=, cnt ,,uruht"r \X \\1th 1c--.t l\.•<11h< Ji,pl4}td 
I b. P11n1t.•r i~·,,n. u'I." .. r. \t:O<'- h' pnnt If 1hc pn,111.~r 11 __,, rum:ni1~ Jll.xtk."'li. ,h~ lest '--~' 
hr pu ll ll'd lutc-r 
IJ:1ho L11~1.."'~ t-C~O R..:f..:~n..·c \.l.:utwl 
I 4i>Ulnlf • \mlt.,rit~ • •· 1 ~11f 1i Qu.ifi1~ \ 1.m:a.g,r 
R-.:, 1~,,n O I ff1.,h'-c." X 20 ::oto 
t';:1¥c I :i of J,1 
l\1anual Test Mode Operation 
-Tt!st mode used is al the discretion <~l the opaatorlagency-
l sed if suhject cannot. \\ ill not acti\ ate the Auto rest. or at operator· s discretion. 
l. Power on 
' Air hlank---\\ait 
3. /\ir I~lank S:.1111plc---prcss the HExec·" hutton 
4. Air hbnk results display at 0.000. If the air blank fails. (exceeds 0.000 ). manually 
run another air blank. Ir the seCl)nd one also fails. the 11:st sequence slwuld he 
aborted until a prnper air blank can he obtained. 
5. Auto Test XX-X displa: ed 
6. Subject blln,s as long as possible (operator·s estimation that the indi\ idual is 
prO\iding deep lung air.) 
7. Operator presses .. Exec." button to take sample -Results displayed 
It is suggested that the mouthpiece be remm•edfrom the instrument, as the air 
blank may fail if the mouthpiece is left attached. 
8. Two minute wait for air blank 
9. Air Blank Sample 
l 0. Air blank results displayed 
l l. Replace the mouthpiece 
12. Auto Test displayed 
13. Subject blows as long as possible 
14. Operator presses .. Exec" button if necessary for manual override. 
15. Results displayed with printer icon 
Air blank time out: After the air blank runs. there is a 2 minute ,vindo\Y. If the breath 
test isn·t begun within that window ... air blank timeout" sho\\S on the display and it 
requests a1wther air blank. 
Air Blank Failed: The air blank is greater than 0.000. The instrument \\ill start a tvvo-
minute countdown and run another automatic air blank. If this one also fails. Aborted: 2 
air blank failures appears. Press "Exec'' to get hack to the Subject JD display. 
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~.reath Flow 
.......................... _ ............. , ................................... -, ....................... ·• 
.~< ,h~ ,ub,e(I blew;, ,n,o the ~,outhp, ... ,e 1he rcx, w,11 ,how~ 
9u1Jh ,,r th!' b•<'o!h flow ,:m ,he d,;pl~y. 
The share of this graph is not an actual indication of the breath alcohol 
concentration present~ It is prc-sented only as a ,·isual aid to show hreath flow. It is 
possible fur a sober subject to produce an impressiH-looking graph while blo\\ 1ng. 
11 rtw [ l _111 il•'LPI 1<.. .ilt.·t~hol, th(• .31, oh1)I !ev.,.l 1~ , ti ,\p!u'r1 .1111 ! ....-11 1 h~ 
rl,,r"'li,,v•'l1 l1l"l1,i. 1h4• rc<.11h. 
The graph is a \'isual aid. nol a true indicator of hreath alcohol concentration. 
Test Result 
After <'.lnal) sis. the test result is displayed as grams akohol/210 li11..-rs bn:oth. Results are 
stl\red in mcn10ry and inay be printc'J. A test is typically tv,o sampks. 
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Printing 
.\ t the end 0r a L~st s~ 
To print this lt'St. prL'SS Exec. ! f the pri1111tr is 1101 currl'nll~ ;111.ic.:hl'd. the test may he 
printed later. Except for performance nrification rhL·cks (Wet Checks) su page 21. 






,,. , . .w 
l' 'f\t,'- !~L 
'flJ 
I nsu l"ficient Sample 
" ' ~ __ I _··s_uh_.i_ec.:_·1_1_D_-·_d_a_ta____, 
:.,"r"J[:~·· 
Be sure to enter the test information in the instrument logbook. 
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Idaho :1g.c.'11eies ~hould use the i1npJcl printer. Ir~ our FC ~() CJITIL' \\ ith a tl1L·rmal printer. 
~ uu 111J) ha \"L' prnhkms \\ ith long-term stnrag.e of the LL'St nxord, 
The printer usc.·s recharg.cabk Ni Cad hJlleric.'s. Once these h:1ll L'rics reach the end nl' thc.'ir 
~cn·icc.' lil'c they should he replaced at Lil~loc. 
Ct)nnect the prinler cable wilh the notches facing forward and the s<.:rev,:s racing up. 
Attempting to force a connection with a printer c.ible in the \'-Tong. position may damage 
the instrument. 
Notches face forward 
>"' . ',, 
'. 
Be sure the printer is turned on and then press Exec. to print the displayed test results. 
Possible error message: Primer Error. Th is 111e.:i ns the unit can· I <.:l)mmunicate \\ i l h the 
rrintcr. It might be due to a bud cabk or improper cable <.:onnection. 
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Printing Options 
To acctss thr rrint scn·rn : Po~rr On/Function/Function. 
l"hl'n:: ~ff(' l\\O 1\·ays ll) print $llm::d test result~. 111 th~ prim ~cn:cn simrly use the+ and -
huttons to tind inJi\idual stored tests. 1h,.:n press Exec. to print the tl'st(s). ,\nuthcr 
nption is pressing the(+) hu11011 until the display shows ··i\J!"'. then press Exec. to print. 
This,, ill print all tht swn.'d tests . rlic tests\\ ill not be deleted rrom llll'lllllr~ by prin1ing. 
To print stored performance \Wification data. use thl' +/- kl'ys to get this screen : 
Press Exec 10 print. 
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Changing Printer Paper 
To change pnper. use the ··Feed .. hutt()l1 l)n the printer to run the remaining p.:ipl'r iiut of 
the mechanism. Pulling the p,1per may ,i;rnrnge the prinrer. l"hcn simply put the ne,\ roll 
i 11. v. ith the papc.:r end ~quare cut. and f(.·ed it through the mechanism \\ hile pr(.'Ssing the 
··freif" hutton. 
Impact or Ink? 
There are tv,:o opt inns with this printer. using the thrc.:e-ply impact printer paper without a 
ribbon. or single ply paper v.ith a ribbon. As 1)f January :!008. single ply paper is 
$2.00/roll. the lhree ply is $.3.00/roll. The printer ril:'lbon. for use \\ith single ply paper. is 
$7.00. 
fh is is the impact printer v.ithout and v.·ith a ribbon : 
\ \ 
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,,n.111 hole l,11 unJ t.'r!j,1J~ fib l" .:r 
n~thln Jrh ,. ~.:.-r 
~im1>I) r,,$i1iun 1h~ ritlbvn oh·r lhc i.lrhc il:llf'. 1,•111~ ,ur~ 1ht ri1'1't1n li1, ,11 1hc: J\&J'C'r 1 ...... d 
~Im. 
Testing Situ11tions 
l 1n,·oop,•riuh·t Suhjt,· t/SubJttl Rduul 
If a ~objc.·cl dcdJt" 1101 10 pm, iJc \Ul<' ,,r n1or, nf 1hc 'IHHpl.,.1. }''" 1,.•..1n Pf~\$ F\C'C", h> 
monu:t\l) talc ti s.omplc Thi: foUo\, ing prin1,1u1 ;h,m; 4 1c:,t ~tk'nlc: In "h,ch the 
~t1hjtc1 d ... li,~red ,h ... tirs1 sample-. \\ IJS unci\Cl~rt111,,c: for 1hc s«t,.nd ~mplC'. 1hro d1."<'tJ"--d 
h) pnH Ide n 1hird: 
• + .. :~ : • ··.:: 
... , ,., "•4--
.. 
• 
' ,. . . ,. 
•.•. ·~' _,, 
,. -~. ., . -. 
.. . 
1 - ~ •• 
--. ' •. ·-. 
~:: --- I Mw,uilJ U\ c.'friJr ll"-.-d h) 
'1 ~ 01"-r.ttur .. ------------... 
--;~-~~--s_.,_~_~_,_11_r_m_,_·~ __ "'_'_'·_·~ ..... , 
IJ.i.tw I 11(1,lC rt·10 Rrkr,·"'c- \l;umJI 
l~inl! .\lll.th)nl}·-l~PFS Qu.1hl} ~luntt~cr 
Rc,i,WI\ 0 [llf.'~ti," 8'10•10 IO 
Pnge IC) ,,, .H 4 1 
/\nl1lhcr pnssihility: The subjl'cl stutcs he \\ill 1101 prlwiJI.' iJ sample. Prl'SS the Powrr 
huunn hridly. the screen \\ill ~:.:iy F.xit Test? '.'Jo. Press Exec. tnchang~ the ~o \ll Yes, 
1 hl'll press Fu net ion. 
Now select the reason: Operator Termination or Subject Refusal. Use Exec. lo select 
one or the other, then Function. The print icon will appear. l 1se Exec. to print. 
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.\1oulh Alrnhol/0.02 ,\gn-rmenl 
I ( lhl· lir~l t\\1) k::.ts dn11·1 ugrcc \\!thin 0.0~. the i11~1ru11K11l ,, ill rc4ucst J thirJ tc,1. l"hc 
o 02 c,1rrl·l;11i1lll 1)1° thl' tv.tl 1-ircath s;1mpks is a l,'.1)11J indic,llt)r ,,r th~ ,1hsl'1Ke 1)1' an 
c,tl'rnal ;.ik11h,1l l·un1amina111. ,md 1s u~t·d in c1H1_1uncti\ln ,, i1h 15 minute 1lPSL'f\ J.tion 
pcriud to l·lirnin.itc ,In t'\.tt·rnul contaminant. as \\·el I as inL·,111:;isll'nt :-Jmpk dcli,l'ry P)-
the $ubjt'cL anJ IU-1 us C1)ntrihu1ing ractors to 1ht> hre;\th tt'SI rcsults. The results sho,,n 
bt'I,,,, :irt' dt1t' tn thl' prl'St'IKL' or mouth ak1)hol and illustrate ,, hat happens it' thl' first 
tl\\) sampks l':\Ct't'd tht' re4uired 0.0~ ngrccmcn1 : 
In su fficicn t Sample: 
For a satisfactory sample. a minimum hlo\\' ,,fl .J li1ers 01' h,rcath is required. with a drop-
off of about 63¾ from the average breath flo\,· o,er the lirst I.J liters of e-xpired breath. 
There rnust al.so be positive pressure present after the pump is run to make sure SOl'l1l'One 
did not stop blowing \l,:hi le the pump was sJ.mpli ng. 1 f the sampk does not meet these 
criteria. the display ,,·ill show ··lnsuffo:ient Sample" and the instrument ,,-ill proceed to 
the next air hi an k. I I' the ti rst t v..o bffat h samples are i nsu IT1cicn L I he i 11st rumen I ,, i 11 
Second tl:'SI ··tnsulfii:ic-111·· 
ld:iho I., i li.:loc IT~O Rt: k-rl'llCt:.' i\hmual 
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1
\ ll three ksts \\L'l'e ··1 nsulficiL'lll°. 
tr the subject i nlli.llcs through the mouthpiece inslc'au l)f hlowi ng. no test is t;_\l,en and the 
Auto-Test screen remains , isible. A short ""pulT' or bre:1th "·ill trigger --1 nsu fficient 
Sa111p[e". 
Temperature 
The FC20 will run tests if the instrument ternreraturc i~ bet\\'ccn 50° F and l04" F. If the 
instru111ent temperature is outside those limits. it will not l1perate and a --Temperature·· 
alert wi II appear in both the subject testing and wet check screens. E,·en though the 
surrounding temperature may be within the acceptable range. it may take time for the 
internal instrumenr tem erature 10 swbil ize and reach the accept ti bk rn11ge. 
Radio Frequency Interference: (Rfl) 
fhe instrument is physkally shielded as \\-e[l <1s electronically protected against RF\. Ir 
RF! is deteck'd. the RF muses the unit to display '\, ait" and not allo\v a 1c:s1. If it detects 
high RF arter the pump has run it\-\ ill Jispla) an "c"tcrnc1I intcrkrencc" prompt and nut a 
rcsu l l. 
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Pt.•rform 1111,·c.• \ · ,•r"ifi,·atit,n 
\ o u r :l~t"l1'',\ UH&J l' l'(.jU il't.' lh:.tl onl~ lh l' t.ffS l1111tJlt l l1' 1)1.'rforman('(' Hrif"inHion 
l'h~1..'ks. Oun·, a11empt perform;Uh't H"rific,Hi\10 t:h('t.·ks unlesi; ~011 h;1H ht··m 
1r,1i1u-<l in 1h t 1lro1ll'r 1u·oc.'<·dur't. 
1 he 111~1rum-.·m 1m1:-l h:1, t' l'l.!r(l,nn:111.:e , t:nliL'.:llWll '-'h,:d..s .t~ :-1x-d lil'd m 1h~ ISP 
St;hlJ:.1rd Opcrmrng Pr,,~l't.lurc for hn.~tuh nkolwl 1t.·s1,11g. Actual -.·,dihration is dt)ll~ in 
tht.• ISi> lal'IM<l1Mh~$ nnJ i:- r;,1:-sw1,rJ .pr,)tt-.:ted. Fr,)m r \m.:r ,11t. prl's:- funeciun umi11hc 
(.'alihr:11i1m :-. .. ·h'1,;n nppi:;irs. 1h..:11 prt.·~ f.~c."l". 
Pcrfornunce \ ' t.•r itie:1tion Proettlurrs (\\1('1 Ched\) 
I h~ .s11nula111r :-hilttld h~ ,\;11·,n. rum11og for apprn,m,:ltd~ 15 ntuluh!S. rh~ 1.:C'l ll111.·~\h,n 
h-.!'l \\~c'n 1h1.· in.:Mu111.:-11t 3nJ the: sin1ulator should he 1ig.ht. 
O\ditr model $imulators; 
N~,,er i\·tod..?ls ofGu1h: 
<;hurt pieee of dear rnMn!;! t'n .. , apor 
,mi'· tube of simul;.lhlt. 
Mvutl1pi~c;c 
Sh~,n pi..:ce 1,( d..:..ir 1ubin~. Po:-h ii t.m 
all th<: ".1) ' lk11i11~ llw lit1in!c!s ,, i1h ~ 
hair J t) -..•r hd p~. 
··Ph•l!·in·· liuing. 
.,,·ailabk• fro1n ISi) 
lab. 
l~fah(l I i l~loc J'C:'I) R~t't:r1.•nc1." Mam1:1I 
ls.s.uin~ Authoril) .... 1~r~S <)ualit) ~fan;ig('f 
lk\l:,:ion O c rr~xti\ (' x..,·~() ~0 1() 
P:ig(' 2~ \,t' _q 
I his lilting sh()tild he inSt' rh.'d t'arth('r 
into the clear tubing. lt is thi~ way for 
Jisphiy purposes onl ) . 
Suggested operation for running a Prrformanre nrification Check: 
Turn po\\'er on. press .. Function" until the Calibr .. Hinn di splay appears: 
Ac11cr \'icw of the light sensor. 
Nt·:-.:1. press Exec to gt:l 10 the Wet Check scrc-~n. 
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No\\ the Jispla)· shows --\Vet Check .. and the t:nget ,·alue oi'tht· stanJorJ. L:sc the+ :mJ 
- kL'~·s to c1djust the value to the target of the solution) ou·rc using. for ~,ample 0.200 or 
0.080. fhis ,·alue comes from the certificate of analysis issued h) ISP. 
If you press Function while in this screen. the Security Code screen appears. c1sking. for a 
pass code. Tl1is screen is useJ by ISP personnel to access other functions of the 
instrument including recalibration (adjustment) ol' the instrument. Press Function thrn 
Exec. to get back to the Calibration screen. 
Connect the instrument to the heated simulator and blow thn)ugh the simulator. 
The- graph 1.\·ill appear on the display: 
After blo,\ing for abl)Ut 4 scco11Js. press --Exec.·· a11d co11ti1111e b/011·i11g for ;rnoth .. :r 1-2 
!--L'Conds. The instrument will take a sample' of the ,·apor tlo,1.·ing through the 111outhpiect'. 
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For accurate rl'sults it is important to continue hlowing after pressing "Euc 
l'hc results will c1pp(ar: 
Whrn the print icon a[Jpears, press Exec to print. 
The Wet Check screen will appear again during the printing process. 
Repeat to run additional samples. 
Air hlanks do not run bctwet:n the checks. 
You must print or log each wet check result as soon as the result appears. The 
instrument can store only the most recent result. 
The Wet Check screen reappears automatically during the printing process, so 
several sam pies may be run in sequence. 
This means that if you run two wet checks ,vith a 0.08 solution and do not press Exec to 
pr int unt i 1 after the third one. only I he second one wi 11 pri nL 
.. 
I ,• • ; -, .. 
I nstrumcnt Serial Number 
Date of most recent instrumc'nt 
c..ilibn:ition aJjustmcnt 
Target \alue. result. date l1f nws1 recent 
v.et i:heck :7~ 
.. \·tt ..__ ______________ __, 
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011cc 1·1 nishcJ \\-j th l ht' pcrl'nrn1Jnce \\~ril'icat ion L. hecks. momcntari 1 ~ press the on/off 
hut ton tog.ct back lo the Subject ID SUL'L'n. or press and hold the on/off bull\>ll ll) shut l)IT 
the instru111L'llt. Enter the ,Ht chel'k data in the instrument logbook. 
TJ,e perfvrmance 1•11r(firntio11 requirements are set in tl,e SOP for hrealh a/coho/ 
tes1illg. 
Final step: Reset the "Std=" value to the target for the 0.08 siinula10r solution. 
A'ote: This is on~\ ' t.J suggested pmceJure for runnin~ th<! JJe1fi>rn1once ,·eri/icution 
checks. The re11uireml!l1tsfor the checks shu/1 he in the unalytical metho<L~tandurd 
Opervt ini Procedure. 
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I nstrum, .. nt Srttings 
The BTS is re ... pon ... ihlc for the \·arious Sl'ttings. If ~-ou get into one of thl' tnl·nus 
an-idcntall~·. pressing the Power hutton hriefl) 1,houlll rnkr you hack lo ~uhjl'CI 
testing, or) nu can turn the in.strumcnt rornplctdy off, then hack on. 
I. 0<.1te/T1111c/ Aull) shuwff s~tting.s: 
Th1.· instrument Jocs 11lH automaticall:,. adjust for J:i~ li~ht s;:i, ings time . Press Function 
until ··s~1tings .. app1.·..irs. then press Enc. The tirnt' appt:nrs with the hour dig.its !lashing. 
l :se the+ ,111J - hu\ll)l1S w adjust tht' time . press .. Nexl Dig.ii'' 10 nw, e rwm hours tn 
rnimllcs. Wh~n linishcd. rn:ss Function again ll) hring up 1l1c dale' . .'\J_iusl 1he date the 
same "ay. Press Funt·tion ag;:iin to g_d out of time/date se11ings. ··s1w1off ri111e" "·ill 
,1pr~ar . .Adjust this w :-et a 1i111c inten·al after,, hich the instrument" ii! m11lmia1icall) 
:,;hut llff to SJ,·e ha111..•ri\!s . 
2. I D:Batch Seu ings: 
Can be set to indicate the ofliccr ID or hatch settings if the instrument is us1:d by 11H1ltipk 
indi, iduals within an agcn<.:y. 
3. Test Mode: 
Sets the instrument to scqu~nLe test 1nod~ or ,H1to/manual.1passi, e modes. 
-'· Print ~el I ings: 
Se1s the printing parameters for the instrument. 
5. Display Settings: 
Adjusts the display settings for the instrument. 
6. Status: 
Once in the Status \\:indov .. ·. y0U (an check the folio\, ing: 
Software \'ersion and the da1e of ins1a!la1ion. 
Test Log Status; ho-w many tests remain an1ilablc (Sec the next page). 
8a11ery Status. 
Instrument temperature in both Centigrndc and F..ihrenheit. 
function: Exit from Status. 
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The fl'~t Lng 
From this ~indow. pressing Function tJkcs you w the Batt('r~ Status display. Pn~ssing 
Exec. while in the Test Log Status \\'indow ta\..es you to this Jisplar: 
Pressing Exec. changes the choice from "No·· to ··Yes": 
If you press Function while in this display, rite test log 11·ill be aased and Ille do/a lost. 
To get out oi"this ,,inuow \\ithout (!caring tht· Ing. prt>ss EH·c. to change the ··Y~s·· to 
""No··. then rrc-ss Function. Or silllply pres~ the On/Oil buttnn brielly. 
Ck;iring the ltig clears all rite /eJI infumwtiu11. but it Jot:s nL~I dear th~ pcrfornrnncc-
,wificJtion check infnrnwtion currrntly in the unit. 
You L'i1n print nut all tL'SIS storc-J in the log. In the print scran press the +/-
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hullons un1il it reads "All''. Then rcss Exec. 10 print c1ll 1he 1c~1s. 
To print just performance verirtcation Jata. press the-+/- huttons until 1hc displ.:iy rl'ads 
"Cal/Cal 
rint out the last ..:alibra1i0n and p<:rformance \·C"rification chc>d data. 
l : •;Lx 7l'dtlolc,11'$, Ire. 
:l-~e ,J.,.24a 
-~ 1.:,, /Ii. ~l919 
.f'I'.,: &°.'f 
~ii'. :J: .ti ;\1-d: 
.oi 1·,m;,-d: .ial / 
:J.:1, / '---------------' 
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Batlcf)· Srntus 
J\ sel or l1·esh alkaline h,Hteries should List for apprn\inwtcly I _1l) hours of' tipcr.:ition. 
l'lh~re is a hattcr~·-shapcd S) 1nhol in the Air 13bnk screen that is an indicator of hattery 
condition. 
To get a more accurate indication of battery condition. press Function repeatedly until 
the Status windov.· appears. then press Excc./Function/Function to see the nctual bartc:ry 
voltage. At 4.4 volts the instrument wi 11 no kmger operate and the display wil I show 
··warning Low Buttery'". Replace with fresh alkaline baucries. 
Press Function ngain and the instrument temperatun~ is shO\-vn. Press Function again 
rind the display reads Exit. Pressing Exit takes) ou hack to the Status \vindO\,.,: press 
Function again and the Subject ro v.indO\\ appears. 
Instrument Storage 
fuel cells I ike moisture. so if the i nstrumcnt is not used regularly. run a test on it 
tKcasiL111all) in order to pro\"ide tnoisture to the fuel cell. Breath or a ~imul::itor solution 
nm) he used ( the presence L)f absence L)f Jlcohol is not necc·ss:Jry ). lhis \\ii I e\tenJ the 
life of the fUL'I cell. 
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Passive Testing/Non-Numeric results 
Should be used only for junnilc/sncening or the screening of hncragcs for the 
presence of alcohol. '.\tay also be used to screen subiects \\ho arc required to 
pro,ide a sample at any time a sample is requested (ie. probation, parole, work 
release, etc.) 
If the instrument is set to not report a numerical result. then the instrument \\ill report 
results as Pass/\Varn/Fail (PWF) for the :\uto-Test and Manual modes. and Neg/Pos for 
the passi\'e test !TIL)(ie. No air hlanks are run. rhe ad\antage of the passiw test mode is 
that it draws a larger sample into the fuel cell. thus heing suitahle fl.1r testing the vapors 
!1:0111 he\erage containers. and it dt1es not use a hreath tuhe. 
To set the FC20 for Passin Testing: 
I. l Tse Function to hring up the Settings screen 
2. Exec 
3. l'se Function to get to Sequence mode ON 
4. Change Sequence Mode to OFF 
5. Use Function to get to Display Settings 
6. Use Exec and Function to get to Results Format Numeric 
Exec changes it to PWF 
7. Function takes you to Pass Le\el. Use+/- to set the \'a]ue 
8. Function brings up the Fail Le\d Use+/- to set the \'alue 
9. Function/Exec. 
10. Briefly press Power to get back to the Suhject I. D. screen 
The ··suhject ID .. screen \Viii still be displayed ,vhen the instrument is turned on. 
In the Pass/\Varn/Fail mode, testing does not meet the requirements for evidentiary 
breath alcohol tests for DCL P\VF screening should always be followed up with an 





No air hlanks 
Suhject hlows 
]he hreath flow and alcohol analysis graphs will he displa: ed 
Results reported PASS1 W:\RNTAIL dqicnJing on the limits set 
Printout: P:\SS/\V:\RNFAIL 
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\fost Pn:ss '"]-we·· tu take the sample 
Onl: the akohol anal: sis graph will be displayed 
Re:--ults reportL'd P,\SS.WARN1FAIL depending on the limits set 
Printout: P.-\SS \\'.\RN FAIL 
:\EC/POS 
Passin Test 
'.\1a~ he used to test air ahon a container to prcsumptivel) test for alcohol 
:\1ust Press ··[xec·· to takL' the sample 
Akohol analysis graph displayed 
Results reported as NEG/POS depending on the limits set 
Printout: NEG 1 POS 
To reset the instrument for DUI e,identiary breath testing: 
From the Subject ID windmv: 
1. L 1 se Function to get to Settings 
2. Exec 
3. Use Function to bring up Sequence Mode and change to ··on·· 
4. Press Function to get to Display Settings 
5. Use Exec/Function: Test Order should be Auto-\lan-Passi, e 
6. Use Function to bring up Results Format 
7. Change Results Format to Numeric 
8. Press Function to get to Exit ( Pass and Fail levels may be ignored) 
9. Briefly press Power to get to the Subject 1.D. screen 
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Idaho Standard Operating Procedure 
Breath Alcohol Testing 
ldaho State Police 
Forensic Services 
Idaho 13rca1h Alcohol S1and,m.l Oper.11111g Procedure 
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Glossary 
Appro,·ed Vendor: A source/provider/manufacturer of an appro\·ed pn:111ixed alcohol simulator solution shall be explicitly 
approved as a vendor of premixed alcohul ~imulator snlutions for distributinn within Idaho. 
Breath Alcohol Test: A series of separate breath samples provided during a breath testing sequence. 
Breath Akohol Testing Sequence: A sequcm:e of events as determined by the [daho State Police Forensic Services, which 
may be directed by either the instrument or the Opcratnr, hut not both, and may consist of air hlanks, performance 
verification, internal standard checks. and hreath samples. 
Breath Testing Specialist tBTS): An Operator who has ..:ompleted an advanced training class taught by an employee of the 
Idaho State Poli..:e Forensic Services. BTS certification is valid for 26 calendar months and expires on the last day of the 
26th month. 
Certificate of Analysis: A certificate stating that the premixed ethyl alcohol ~ulutions used for performance n:rification h3.ve 
been tested and approved for use by the lSPFS. 
Certificate of Approval: A certificate stating that an individual breath alcohol testing instrument has been evaluated by the 
ISPFS and found to be suitable for forensic alcohol testing. The certificate bears the signature of an Idaho State Police 
Forensic Services Lab Manager, and the effective date of the instrument approval. 
Changeover Class: A training class for currently certified personnel during which they are taught theory, operation, and 
proper testing procedure for a new make or model of instrument being adopted by their agency. Breath Testing Specialists 
attend BTS training that qualifies them to perform BTS duties related to the instrument. 
E,·identiary Test: A breath test performed on a subject/individual for potential e\·identiary or legal purposes. A distinction 
is made between evidentiary testing and community service or training tests performed with the instrument. 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS): Formerly known as the Bureau of Forensic Services, the JSPFS is dedicated 
tn providing forensic science services to the criminal justice system of Idaho. JSPFS is the administrative body for the 
breath alcohol testing program per ID.A.PA 11.03.01. 
J\IIP/1\IIC: An abbreviation used to designate minor in possession or minor in consumption of alcohol. 
Operator Certification: The condition of having satisfied the training requirements for administering breath alcohol tests as 
rstablished by the ISPFS. Operator certification is valid for 26 calendar months and expires on the last day of the 26th 
month. 
Operator: An individual certified by the ISPFS as qualified by training to administer breath alcohol tests. 
Operator Class: An ISPFS-approved training class for prospective or uncertified breath alcohol Operators. Currently 
certified Breath Testing Specialists may teach Operator classes. 
Performance Verification: A verificatinn of the accuracy of the breath testing instrument utilizing a simulator and a 
performance verification solution. Performance verification should be reported to three decimal places. While lSPFS uses 
the term performance verification. manufacturers and others may use a term such as "calibration check" or "simulator check." 
Performance Verification Solution: A premixed ethyl alcohol solution used for field performance verifications. The 
~olution is provided by and/or approved by ISPFS. 
Recertification Class: A training class for currently certified personnel. completion of \\ hich results in uninterrupted 
continuation of their Operator or BTS status for an additional 26 months. 
Waiting Period/:\fonitoring Period/Deprivation Period/Observation Period: 15-minute period prior to administering a 
breath alcohol test, in which an officer monitors the test subject/individual. 
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Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure 
List of ReYisions 
Topic 
Delete reference to ALS 
0.02/0.20 solutions 
Valid breath tests 
Alco-Sensor calibration checks 
Intoxilyzer 5000 Calibration Checks 
Effective June, 1996 
0.003 agreement 
Operators may run calibration checks 
Re-run a solution within 24 hours 
All 3 solutions run within a 24-hour period 
All 3 solutions run within a 24-hour period 
Re-running of a solution 
All solutions run within a 48-hour period 
Reference to "three" removed 
All 3 solutions run within a ..is-hour period 
More than three calibration solutions 
Solution values no longer called in to BFS 
Alco-Sensor and Intoxilyzer 5000 
calibration check 
Calibration checks for the Intoxilyzer 5000 
Name change, all references made to the 
Bureau of Forensic Services were changed to 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services. 
Record Management 
Deleted sections on relocating, repairing. recalibrating. 
and loaning of instruments from previous revision. 
Date of Revision 
June I. 1995 
June\, 1995 
October 23, 1995 
May l, 1996 
May l. 1996 
June I. I 996 
July l, 1996 
September 6, 1996 
September 6. 1996 
September 6, 1996 
September 26, 1996 
September 26, 1996 
Oct. 8, 1996 
September 26, 1996 
October 8, 1996 
April I, 1997 
August l, 1998 
February l l, 1999 
August 1999 
August 1, 1999 
August 1, 1999 
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Sections I, 2, 3 
2.1.4. 2.2.3, 2.2...f, 2.2.5 
And 2.2.10 
2. 1.3. 2.1.4.1. 2. 1.9 
Alco-Sensor and lntoxilyzer 5000 calibration checks 
Deleted sections on blood and urine samples 
for alcohol determination 
Operator certification record management 
Refo1mat numbering 
Requirement for running 0.20 simulator solution 
Changed 3-sample to ''two print cards". 
Deleted "simulator port" and ''two print cards''. 
Simulator temperature changed from "should" 
to "must". 
Clarification of0.20 calibration checks. 
Added the Lifeloc FC20 
Deleted requirement that the new instrument 
utilize the same technology if the BTS is currently 
certified 
Modified the accepted range for simulator solutions to 
+/- 10%, eliminating the+/- 0.01 provision. Added 
"Established target values may be different 
from those shown on the bottle label" 
Added Lifeloc FC20 calibration checks 
lntoxilyzer 5000 calibration is now section 2.3 
Modified to specifically allow use of the 0.20 
during subject testing 
General reformat for clarification. Combined 
Alcosensor and Lifeloc sections. Specifically, 
changed calibration requirement using the 0.20 
reference solution from four ( 4) checks to two (2). 
Clarification: a "calibration check" consists of a 
pair of samples in sequence and both samples 
must be within the acceptable range before 
proceeding with subject testing. A 0.20 solution 
should be repla;.;ed every 20-25 samples. Clarified 
the correct procedure for performing a calibration check. 
Clarification: Added "before und after" to the 0.08 and 
0.20 calibration checks, within 24 hours of a su~ject test. 
The official time and date of the calibration check is the 
time and date recorded on the printout, or the rime and dare 
recorded in the log. 1rhichever corresponds lo the calibration 
check referenced in section 2.1.3 or 2.1 A. I. 
August I, 1999 
August I. 1999 
January 29. 200 I 
August 18, 2006 
November 27, 2006 
~fay 14, 2007 
May 14, 2007 
September 18, 2007 
February 13, 2008 
February 13, 2008 
February 13. 2008 
February 13, 2008 
February 13, 2008 
December 1, 2008 
January 14, 2009 
July 7. 2009 
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The entire SOP was rewritten to incorporate language changes regarding 
perfonnance verifications, and to clear-up ambiguities associated with 
the 0.20 verification and the relevance to cases not invohing an l 8-
8004C charge. Scope and safety sections were added. Troubleshooting, 
MlP/MIC sections added. 
Deletions and/or additions to sections 2, 4.:u. 4.4. l, 4.4.3, 4.4.5. 4.6. l. l, 
5.1.2, 5.1.4, 5.1.4.1, 5.1.5, 5.2.4, 5.2.5. 6. 6.2.1. 6.2.3. 6.2.4, 7, 7.1, 7.1.1, 
7.1.2, 7.1.2.2, 7.1.3, 7.1.4. 7.1.5. 8. 
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Quantitative Analysis for Alcohol in Breath by Approved 
Breath Testing Instruments. 
Scope 
This method describes the Idaho State Police Forensic Servkes (ISPFS) 
procedure, for use by agencies external to ISPFS, for the analysis of breath for the 
presence of volatile compounds using an approved breath testing instrument. This 
method provides for the quantitative analysis of ethanol. 
Following all the recommendations of this external procedure will establish the 
scientific validity of the breath alcohol test. Failure to meet all of the recommendations 
within this procedure does not disqualify the breath alcohol test, but does allow for the 
questioning of the breath alcohol tests as it pertains to its foundation of admissibility in 
court. That foundation can be set, through testimony, by a breath testing specialist expert 
or ISPFS expert in breath testing as to the potential ramifications of the deviation from 
the procedure as stated. 
3 Safety 
Within the discipline of breath alcohol testing, the general biohazard safety 
precautions should be followed. This is due to the potential infectious materials that may 
be ejected from the mouth during the sampling of the breath. Caution should be taken so 
as the expired breath is not directed towards the officer or other unrelated bystander. 
4 Instrument and Operator Certification 
To ensure that minimum standards are met, individual breath testing instrnments, 
Operators, and breath testing specialists (BTS) must be approved and certified by the 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS). The ISPFS will establish and maintain a 
list of approved instruments by manufacturer brand or model designation for use in the 
state. 
4.1 Approval or Breath Testing Instruments. In order to be approved and certified 
each instrument must meet the following criteria: 
4.1.1 The instrument shall analyze a reference sample or analytical test 
standard, the results of which must agree within +/- 10% of the target 
value or such limits set by ISPFS. 
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4.1.2 The certification procedures shall be adequate and appropriate for the 
analysis of breath specimens for the determination of alcohol 
concentration for law enforcement. 
4.1.3 Any other tests deemed necessary to correctly and adequately evaluate the 
instrument to give accurate results in routine breath alcohol testing. 
4.2 The ISPFS may, for cause, remove a specific instrument by serial number from 
evidential testing and suspend or withdraw certification thereof. 
4.3 Operators become certified by completing a training class taught by an ISPFS 
certified Breath Testing Specialist (BTS). Certification is for 26 calendar months 
and expires the last day of the 26th month. Certification will allow the Operator 
to perform all functions required to obtain a valid breath alcohol test. lt is the 
responsibility of the individual Operator to maintain their current certification; the 
ISPFS will not notify Operators that their certification is about to expire. 
4.3. I Recertification for another 26-month period is achieved by completing an 
ISPFS approved Operator class prior to the end of the 26th month. 
4.3.2 If the individual fails to satisfactorily complete the class (including the 
written and practical tests), or allows their certification status to expire, 
he/she must retake the Operator class in order to become recertified. 
4.3.3 If current Operator certification is expired, the individual is not certified to 
run evidentiary breath al coho! tests on the instrument in question until the 
Operator class is completed. 
4.3.3.1 There are no grace periods or provisions for extension of Operator 
certification. 
4.4 Breath Testing Specialists (BTS) are Operators who have completed an 
advanced training class and are ISPFS-certified to perform instrument 
maintenance, and provide both initial and recertification training for instrument 
Operators. 
4.4. I To obtain initial BTS certification, an individual must be currently 
certified as an Operator of that particular instrument. BTS certification is 
then obtained by completing an approved BTS training class. 
NOTE: The prior Operator status "on that particular instrument" 
requirement is waived for new instrumentation. 
4.4.2 BTS Certification is valid for 26 calendar months. 
4.4.3 If BTS certification is allowed to expire, the individual reverts to certified 
Operator status for 12 calendar months for that instrument. He/she may 
no longer perform any BTS specific duties relating to that particular 
instrument. 
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4.4.4 BTS certification 1s renewable by attending an approved BTS training 
class. 
4.4.5 The ldaho State Police Forensic Services may revoke BTS certification for 
cause. Examples of what may constitute grounds for revocation may 
include falsification of records, failure to perform required performance 
verification, failure to successfully pass a BTS recertification class and 
failure to meet standards in conducting Operator training. 
4.5 Adoption of a new instrument by an agency will require updating any BTS and 
Operators in that agency in the use of the new instrument. 
4.5. I A currently certified BTS may become a certified BTS for a new 
instrument by completing an ISPFS approved BTS Instrumentation class. 
4.5.2 A currently certified Operator may certify on a new instrument by 
completing an ISPFS approved Operator Instrumentation Class for the 
new instrument. 
4.5.3 Individuals not currently certified as Operators must complete an 
Operator Class for each approved instrument. 
4.6 Record maintenance and management. It is the responsibility of each 
individual agency to store perfonnance verification records, subject records, 
maintenance records, instrument logs, or any other records as pertaining to the 
evidentiary use of breath testing instruments and to maintain a current record of 
Operator certification. 
4.6. l It is the responsibility of the agency to see that the said records are stored 
and maintained a minimum of (3) years in accordance with IDAPA 
I 1.03.01. 
4.6. l.l Records may be subject to periodic audit by the Idaho State Pol ice 
Forensic Services. 
4.6.2 The Idaho State Police Forensic Services will not be responsible for the 
storage of such records not generated by ISPFS. 
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5. Performance Verification of Breath Testing Instruments 
Performance verifications aid the Breath Testing Specialist (BTS) and the Idaho 
State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS) in determining if a breath testing instrument is 
functioning cotTectly. Performance verifications are performed using a wet bath 
simulator performance verification solution. The solution is provided by and/or approved 
by JSPFS. The ISPFS analysis establishes the target value and acceptable range of the 
solutions used for the verification and includes the acceptable values on the Certificate of 
Analysis fnr each solution. Note: The ISPFS established target values may be different 
from those shown on the bottle label. 
5.1 Alco-Sensor and Lifeloc FC.20-Portable Breath Testing Instrument 
Performance Verification 
5.1.1 The Alco-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20 po11able breath testing instrument 
performance verification is run using approximately 0.08 and/or 0.20 
performance verification solutions provided by and/or approved by ISPFS. 
5.1.2 The performance verification using the 0.08 and 0.20 performance 
verification solutions consist of two samples. 
5. I .3 A perfonnance verification of the Alco-Sensor and Lifcloc FC20 
instmments using a 0.08 performance verification solution must be 
performed within 24 hours, before or after an evidentiary test to be 
approved for evidentiary use. Multiple breath alcohol tests may be 
covered by a single performance verification. 
5.1.3. l A 0.08 performance verification solution should be replaced with 
fresh solution approximately every 25 verifications or every 
calendar month, whichever comes first. 
5. I .4 A 0.20 performance verification should he run and results logged once per 
calendar month and replaced with fresh solution approximately every 25 
verifications or until it reaches its expiration date, whichever comes first 
NOTE: The 0.20 performance verification was implemented for 
the sole purpose of supporting the instruments' results for an 18-
8004C charge. Failure to timely perform a 0.20 perfonnance 
verification will not invalidate tests performed that yield results at 
other levels or in charges other than I 8-8004C. 
5.1 .4.1 The 0.20 performance verification satisfies the requirement for 
performance verification within 24 hours, before or after an 
evidentiary test at any level. The 0.20 performance verification 
solution should not be used routinely for this purpose. 
5.1.5 Acceptable results for a 0.08 or 0.20 performance verification is a pair of 
samples in sequence that are both within +/- 10% of the performance 
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verification solution target value. Target values and ranges of acceptable 
results are included in a certificate tlf analysis for each solution lot series, 
prepared by, and available from, the ISPFS. 
NOTE: Due to external factors associated with changing a perfom1ance 
verification solution the results of the initial performance verification may 
not be within the acceptable range, therefore the performance \'erification 
may be repeated until a pair of satisfactory re~ults are obtained. However, 
if results after a total of three test series for any solution (equivalent to six 
tests) are still unsatisfactory, contact the appropriate ISPFS Laboratory. 
The instrument should not be used for evidentiary testing until the 
problem is con·ected and performance verification results are within the 
acceptable range. The suggested troubleshooting procedure should be 
followed if the initial performance verification does not meet the 
acceptance criteria. 
5.1.6 Temperature of the simulator must be between 33.5°C and 34.5°C in order 
for the performance verification results to be valid. 
NOTE: The simulator may need to warm for approximately 15 minutes 
to ensure that the metal lid is also warm. If the lid is cold, condensation of 
alcohol vapor may occur producing low results. 
5.1.7 Performance verification solutions should only be used prior to the 
expiration date on the label. 
5.1.8 An agency may run additional performance verification solution levels at 
their discretion. 
5.1.9 The official time and date of the performance verification is the time and 
date recorded on the printout, or the time and date recorded in the log, 
whichever corresponds to the performance verification referenced in 
section 5.1.3 or 5.1.4.1. 
5.2 Intoxil,yzer 5000/EN Performance Verification 
Intoxilyzer 5000/EN instruments must have a performance verification with each 
evidentiary test. If the performance verification is within the acceptable range for 
the lot of solution being used, then the instrument will be approved and the 
resulting breath samples will be deemed valid for evidentiary use. 
5.2.1 Intoxilyzcr 5000/EN performance \Wification is run using 0.08 and/or 
0.20 perftmnance verification solutions provided by and/or approved by 
ISPFS. 
5.2.2 During each evidentiary breath alcohol test using the Intoxilyzer 5000/EN, 
a pe1formancc verification will be pe,formed as directed by the instrument 
testing sequence and recorded as SIM CHK on the printout. If the SIM 
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CHK is not within the acceptable range for the solution lot heing used, the 
testing sequence will abort and no breath samples will be obtained. 
5.2.3 A two sattwe f1ei-formance verification using a 0.08 performance 
verification solution should be run and results logged each time a 
solution is replaced with fresh solution. A 0.08 performance verification 
solution should be replaced with fresh solution approximately every l 00 
samples or every calendar month, whichever comes first. 
5.2.4 A 0.20 performance verification should be run and results logged once per 
calendar month and replaced with fresh solution approximately every 25 
verifications or until it reaches its expiration date, whichever comes first 
NOTE: The 0.20 performance verification was implemented for the sole 
purpose of supporting the instruments' results for a 18-8004C charge. 
Failure to timely perform a 0.20 performance verification will not 
invalidate tests performed that yield results at other levels or in charges 
other than I 8-8004C. 
5.2.5 Acceptable results for a 0.08 or 0.20 performance verification is a pair of 
samples in sequence that are both within +/- 10% of the performance 
verification solution target value. Target values and ranges of acceptable 
results for each solution lot series are included in a certificate of analysis, 
prepared by, and available from, the ISPFS. 
NOTE: Due to external factors associated with changing a performance 
verification solution the results of the initial performance verification may 
not be within the acceptable range, therefore the performance verification 
may be repeated until a pair of satisfactory results are obtained. However, 
if results after a total of three test series for any solution (equivalent to six 
tests) are still unsatisfactory, contact the appropriate ISPFS Laboratory. 
The instrument should not be used for evidentiary testing until the 
problem is corrected and performance verification results are within the 
acceptable range. Follow the suggested troubleshooting procedure if the 
initial performance verification does not meet the acceptance criteria. 
5.2.6 The official time and date of the performance verification is the time and 
date recorded on the printout, or the time and date recorded in the log. 
5.2.7 Performance verificatiLm solutions should only be used prior to the 
expiration date as marked on the label. 
5.2.8 Temperature of the simulator must be between 33.5°C and 34.S"C in order 
for the performance verification results to be valid. 
5.2.9 An agency may run additional performance verification solution levels at 
their discretion. 
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5.2.10 The BTS must set the correct acceptable range limits and performance 
verification solution lot number in the instrument before proceeding with 
evidcntiary testing. 
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6. Evidentiary Testing Procedure 
Proper testing procedure by certified Operators is necessary in order to provide 
accurate results. Instruments used in Idaho measure alcohol in the breath, not the blood, 
and report resu Its as grams of alcohol in 210 liters of breath. 
6.1 Prior to evidentiary breath alcohol testing, the subject/individual ~hould be 
monitored for at least fifteen ( 15) minutes. Any material which absorbs/adsorbs 
or traps alcohol should be removed from the mouth prior to the start of the 15 
minute waiting period. During the monitoring period the subject/individual should 
not be allowed to smoke, drink, eat, or belch/burp/vomit/regurgitate. 
NOTE: If a foreign object/material is left in the mouth during the entirety of the 
15 minute monitoring period, any potential external alcohol contamination will 
come into equilibrium with the subject/individual's body water and/or dissipate so 
as not to interfere with the results of the subsequent breath alcohol test. 
6.1. l The breath alcohol test must be administered by an Operator currently 
certified in the use of the instrument. 
6.1.2 False teeth, partial plates, or bridges installed or prescribed by a dentist or 
physician do not need to be removed to obtain a valid test. 
6.1.3 The Operator may elect a blood test in place of the breath alcohol test if 
there is a failure to complete the fifteen minute monitoring period 
successful\ y. 
6.1 .4 During the monitoring period, the Operator must be alert for any event 
that might influence the accuracy of the breath alcohol test. 
6.1 .4.1 The Operator must be aware of the possible presence of mouth 
alcohol as indicated by the testing instrument. If mouth alcohol is 
suspected or indicated, the Operator shnuld begin another 15-
minute waiting period before repeating the testing :Jit~c~. ,,"' ·"'~~··""'"" 
6.1.4.2 If, during the IS-minute waiting period. the su.bject/individua\ 
vomits or regurgitates material from the stomach into the 
subject/individual's breath pathway. the IS-minute waiting period 
must begin again. 
6.1.4.3 If there is doubt as lo the events occurring during the 15 minute 
monitoring period, the officer should look at results of the 
duplicate breath samples for evidence of potential alcohol 
contamination. For clarification see section 6.2.2.2. 
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6.2 A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken 
during the testing sequence and preceded by air blanks. The 
duplicate breath samples should be approximately 2 minutes apart 
to allow for the dissipation of potential mouth alcohol 
contamination. 
NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sample does not automatically invalidate a test 
sample. 
6.2.1 If the subjecUindividual fails or refuses to provide a duplicate, adequate 
sample as requested by the Operator, the single test result shall be 
considered valid. 
6.2.1.1 The Operator may repeat the testing sequence as required by 
circumstances. 
6.2.1.2 The Operator should use a new mouthpiece for each series of 
tests. 
6.2.2 A third breath sample is required if the first two results differ by more than 
0.02. 
6.2.2.1 Unless mouth alcohol is indicated or suspected, it is not necessary 
to repeat the 15-minute waiting period to obtain a third breath 
sample. 
6.2.2.2 The results for duplicate breath samples should correlate within 
0.02 to indicate the absence of alcohol contamination in the 
subject/individual's breath pathway, show consistent sample 
delivery, and indicates the absence of RFI as a contributing factor 
to the breath results. 
6.2.3 The Operator should log test results and retain printouts. if any, for 
possible use in court. 
6.2.4 If a subjecUindividual fails or refuses to provide a duplicate, adequate 
sample as requested by the Operator, the results obtained are still 
considered valid by the ISPFS, provided the failure to supply the 
requested samples was the fault of the subject/individual and not the 
Operator. 
6.2.5 If the second or third samples are lacking due to instrument failure. the 
Operator should attempt to utilize another instrument or have blood 
drawn. 
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7. Troubleshooting Procedure 
Proper testing procedure by certified Operators is necessary in order to provide 
accurate rcsu Its. 
7.1 Performance verification: If, when performing the periodic performance 
verification, the instrument falls outside the limits of the verification, the 
troubleshooting guide should be used. 
NOTE: This is a guide for troubleshooting performance verifications outside the 
verification limits and the procedure is recommended to streamline and isolate the 
potential cause of the problem. Strict adherence to the guidelines is not required. 
7.1.1 The three sources of unce11ainty when performing the periodic 
performance verifications are in the simulator setup and Operator 
technique, the simulator performance verification solution, and the 
instrument calibration itself. 
7.1.2 If the first performance verification is outside the verification limits, the 
simulator setup and technique of the Operator performing the verification 
should be evaluated. The simulator should be evaluated to ensure that it is 
hooked up properly, uses short hoses, is properly warmed, is within 
temperature, lhe Operator blow technique is not too hard or soft, and that 
the Operator does not stop blowing until after the sample is taken. 
7.1.2. l The performance verification should be run a second time 
7.1.2.2 If the performance verification is within the verification limits on 
the second try, the instrument passes the performance verification. 
7.1.3 If the second performance verification is outside the verification limits, 
then the pe1formance verification solution should be evaluated next. 
7. 1.3. I The performance verification solution shou Id be changed to a fresh 
solution. 
7.1.3.2 The solution should be warmed for approximately 15 minutes, or 
until the temperature is within range, and the simulator lid is as 
warm as the simulator jar. 
7.1.3.3 The performance verification may then be repeated. 
7.1.4 If the third performance verification is outside the verification limits, the 
instrument must be taken out of service and sent to the JSPFS or an 
approved service provider. 
7.1.5 Upon return from service, the instrument should be recertified by ISPFS 
before being put back into service. 
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7.2 171ermnmeters: 
7.2.1 If a bubble forms in the thermometer. the Operator or BTS can place the 
thermometer in a freezer to Jraw the mercury (or equivalent) into the bulb 
of the thermometer. This should disperse the bubble. 
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8. IVIIP&-IIC Procedure 
The previous version of this section has been withdrawn from publication and will 
he replaced by an updated version that is pending statutory and legal review. Please 
disregard and destroy any copies of the previous version of this section. 
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MICHAEL J. KANE 
MICHAEL KANE & ASSOCIATES. PLLC 
1087 West River Street, Suite 100 
Post Oftice Box 2 865 
Boise, Idaho 83 70 l -2865 
Telephone: (208) 342-4543 
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CO~ES 1\OW the Respondent, IDAHO TRA.'NSPORTATION DEP • .\.RTMENT, by wid 
through its counsel of record, Michael J. Kane of the finn Michael Kane & Associates, PLLC, and 
hereby submits the Respondent's Brief on review to the above-entitled Court. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS A.NU COCRSE OF PROCEEDINGS 
On September 6, 2010 at approximately {2:38 a.m., Trooper Wright stopped a blue 
Chevrolet van for failing to dim bright headlights. (R. 005). Trooper Wright could smell the strong 
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od.or of :ln alcoholic beverage coming from the vehicle and noticed that Petitioner's eyes were 
glassy. (R. 005). Trooper Wright also notic.:ed that Petitioner's speech was slwTed. (R. 005). 
Trooper Wright asked Petitioner to exit the vehicle to perform the standardized field sobriety tests. 
(R. 005). Petitioner admitted to consuming alcohol prior to driving and failed 1he standardized fidd 
sobriety tests. (R. 005). Trooper Wrtght arrested Petitioner for driving under the influence and 
played the ALS advisory. (R. 005). Trooper Wright observed Petitioner for fi~een minutes after 
which Petitioner submitted breath samples of .113 and .109. (R. 003, 005 ). During an impound and 
invt:ntory of Petitioner's van, Trooper Wright fowid a plastic bag on the passenger side t1oorboard 
under a black purse containing marijuana. (R. 005). Petitioner was traru.--ported and booked into the 
Valley County Jail for driving under the infh1ence of alcohol, drugs, or any other intoxicating 
substances (2 11d offense) and for possession of a controlled substance. (R. 005). 
Petitioner rt!quested a hearing as to the administrative license suspension which was held on 
October 26, 2010 by hearing officer Eric Moody. (R. 011-012). At the hearing, Petitioner argued 
that on August 27, 2010, Exhibit 2 (evidentiary test n::sults) shows that the testing instrument was 
out ofrange because the calibration check read 0.042. (R. 021). Jn addition, Petitioner stated that on 
Augu:iit 27, 2010, Exhibit A (solution logs) "only shows calibrations at 0.08 and not the 0.042 
calibration." (R. 021). Further, Petitioner noted that "[t]he Jast calibration prior to [Petitioner's] 
breath test was the 0.042" and on September 9, 2010, there was a calibration check with a result of 
0.090. (R. 021 ). As a result, Petitioner argued that "Exhibit 2 and A provide two calibrations 
outside the tolerance nmge ... [t]he c.:alibrations show the Lifeloc FC20 was not functioning properly, 
the results \Vere unreliable, and should have been taken out of service. Trooper Wright not 
indicating the .042 on the instrument operations log is not within SOPs requirements." (R. 021 ). 
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The hearing officer issued Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law and Order on October 
28, 2010, upboldin~ Petitioner's driver's license suspension. (R. 020-028). l11e hearing officer 
found that the testing instrument "completed a valid pe1formance verification check on September 
06, 2010" \Vhich "approved the instrument for evidentiary testing in accordance with ISP Forensic 
Services SOP Section 5. l.3." (R. 023). That section permits "a perfonnance verification check 
within 24 hours (prior to or befon.~) of [sic] an evidentiary breath test." (R. 023 ). The hearing officer 
funher fow1d that '·[a]lthough Exhibit 2 demonstrates prior performance verification at .042 that was 
not included in Exhibit A, upon review of ISP forensic Services SOP Section 5.1, unlike 0.20 
performance verificarion, 0.080 performance verifications a.re not required to be indicated on an 
instrument operations log." (R. 0.24). 1n addition, he stated that Section 5. l.5 pennits "up to three 
additional perfmmance verifications" if one is not within the simulator solution range. (R. 024). 
The hearing officer noted that: 
(R. 024). 
Exhibit A demonstrates valid perfonnance verification at 02:24 and 
02:27 on Septtmber 27, 2010 1, the same day when the 0.042 
performance verification occurred. Exhibit 2 demonstrates the 
Lifeloc FC20's clock was used to obtain the 0.042 result. The 
record is devoid of what method was 1...1.S~d to times [sic] Exhibit 2's 
verification checks on September 27, 2010. [Petitioner] did not 
present any proof that the time indicated in Exhibit 2 and A were or 
were not S)'Tlchronized. [Petitioner] did not adequately provide 
proof pursuant to Idaho Code § l 8-8002A(7) that the 0.042 
perfom1ance verification was the last ch~k prior to [Petitioner's] 
breath test. 
The hearing officer also noted that simulator solution lot number 09802, which is the same 
lot number u:sed on September 6, 2010. "has a target vaJue of .083 with a range of 0.075 to 0.091" 
and that "[a]lthough it is unkno\\-11 what simulator solution lot number was used to pelform the 
1 It is pn:::.w11ed that [ht hearing ot1ic.:r meanr ro use the date August 27, 2010 instead of S.:ptember 27, 20 l 0. 
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September 09, 2010, perfonnance verification checks, [Petitioner] has not provided any proof that 
the September 09, 2010 perfoITI1ance verification checks were not within a simulator solution's 
target value range." (R. 024). Consi!quently, the hearing officer foW1d that the testing instrument 
was functioning properly. (R. 024). 
Petitioner filed a Motion for Reconsideration on November l, 20 IO (R. 033-035). The 
hearing onicer issued an Order on November 17, 2010 affirming the Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law and Order. (R. 052-053). 
On December 8, 20 I 0, Petitioner filed a Petition for Judicial Review. (R. 055-058). 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
'"The court shall not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the weight of the 
evidence on questions of fact." lDAHO CODE§ 67-5279(1). The court sball atfum the agency action 
unless the court finds "that the agency's findings, inferences, conclusions or decisions are: 
(a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; 
(c) made upon unlawful procedure; 
(d) not supported by substantial evidence on th~ record as a whole; or 
(e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion." 
IDAHO CODE§ 67-5279(3). 
ARGLJME:'.'JT 
Before beginning an analysis of Petitioner's claim, it is importunt to identify those issues 
that are properly before a hearing officer in a given case. Idaho Code § 18-8002A(7) lists the 
five areas to be dealt with by the hearing officer in a hearing on a suspension. These are: 
1. \Vhether the peace officer had legal cause to stop the person; 
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2. Whether the officer had legal cause to believe the person had bet!n driving under 
the influence; 
3. \Vhether the test results showed an alcohol concentration in violation of Idaho 
Code~§ 18-8004, l 8-8004C or 18-8006; 
4. Whether the test results for alcohol concentration were conducted in accordance with 
the req1..1irt!ments of [daho Code § 18-8004(4) or whether the testing equipment was functioning 
properly when the test was admini::itered; or 
5. Whether the person was informed of the consequences of submitting to an 
.:vLdentiary tesl. 
In all cases, the burden of proof is on the person requesting the hearing to a 
preponderance of the evidence standard. Indeed, the statute directs the hearing officer not to 
vacate the suspension unless one of the five aforementioned findings occurs. 
Petitiontr argues that the instrument operation log in thjs case ''indicates wide fluctuation 
in performance verifications over the months preceding her evidentiary test." {Petitioner's 
Opening Brief, p. 3). Petitioner points out that the Lifeloc printout (attached to Petitioner's Brief 
as Exhibit 2), demonstrates that the performance verification prior to Petitioner's breath te:1t was 
dont! on August 27, 20 l 0 with results of .042, which Petitioner claims is outside the target range. 
Petitioner also notes that Trooper Wright only logged ·'the two valid results" when be actually 
obtained three results. Petitioner claims that "lt]ailing to Jog the invalid result is contrary to ISP 
standard operuting procedure, and specifically contTary to the requirements set forth in the 
Reference Manual at pages 6 and 27." (Petitioner's Opening Brief, p. 3 ). As a result, Petitioner 
claims that the testing instrument should have been "taken out of service for repair" atler the 
.042 valut was obtained on August 27, 2010. (Petitioner's Opening Briet: p. 4). Petitioner also 
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claims that "additional performance verifications should have been run by Trooper Wrightprior 
to testing the Petitioner, so that two valid results in sequence were obtained prior to her test.'' 
(Petitioner's Opening Brief, p. 4 ). 
With respect to the Lifeloc FC20 breath testing instrnment, the Idaho Breath Alcohol 
Standard Operating Procedure ("SOP") states that a performance verification ''must be 
pc:rformed within 24 hours, before or after an evidentiary test to be approved for evidentiary 
use .... " SOP, 5.13. In addition, as found by the hearing officer, there is no requirement that rbe 
officer conducting the breath test log "invalid results." 
Petitioner's argument that the .042 performance verification was the last valid simulator 
solution check and should have resulted in the instrument being taken out of service for repair or 
additional perfom1ance verifications is not supponed by the SOPs. In fact, the SOP states that: 
[d]ue to external factors ... the initial perfom1ance verification may 
not be within the acceptable range, therefore the perfom1ance 
verification may be repeated until a pair of satisfactory results are 
obtained. However, if results after a total of three test series for 
any solution (equivalent to six tests) are still unsatisfactory, 
(;0ntact the appropriate lSPFS Laboratory. The instrument should 
not be used for evidentiary resting until the problem is corrected 
and perfo1mance verification results are within the acceptablt 
rang~. 
SOP 5.1.5. The SOPs do not require that an instrument be taken out of service because one 
performance verification was outside of the acceptable range. 
Finally, Petitioner claims that hc:r "evidentiary test was administered on an instrument 
that had failed the performance verification immediately prior with a .042 result and fluctuated 
to the high range of a .090 result with a known target of .080 for the verification three days 
following." (Petitioner's Opening Brief, p. 5). As a result, she states that the instrument should 
have been taken out of service for failing the performance verification. As stated above, the 
SOPs do not require the instrument be taken our of service for failing one perfonnance 
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verification with a result uf .042. In addition, on September 6, 2010, less thlln one (l) hour after 
Petitioner's breath test, a performance verification was completed with results of .08 l/.08 I 
which is well within the acceptable r'ange of''+/. 10% of the performance verification solution 
target value.'' SOP 5.1.5. This perfom1ance verification was also well within twenty-four hours 
before or after the breath test as required by the SOPs. SOP 5. J.3. The fact that performance 
verific1:1tions W..!re completed on August 27, 2010 with results of .042 and on September 9, 2010 
with results of .090/.089 has nothing to do with Petitioner's breath test and certainly does not 
invalidate her Lest. Neither of those perfonnance verifications were performed within twenty-
fours of Petitioner's breath test and are irrelevant for purposes of analyzing whether her test was 
acct.irate. 
Also, as stated in th~ hearing officer's Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and 
Order, "[a]ccording to ISP Fon:msic Services wi:b site, simulator solution lot number 09802 (the 
same lot number used on September 6, 2010) has a target value of .083 with a range of 0.075 to 
0.091." (R. 024). As the hearing officer stared, it is not clear exactly which simulator solution 
lot number was used on September 9, 2010, but Petitioner ''has not provided any proof that the 
September 09, 2010 perfom1ance verification checks wtre not within a simulator solution's 
target value range." (R. 024). Regardless, Trooper Wright foUowed the 1·equirem~nts of the 
SOPs by conducting a pe1forrnance verification within twenty-four hours of Petitioner's breath 
test. Consequently, Petitioner's argum~nt regarding the inaccuracy of her breath test is incorrect. 
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DA TED this - / 
MICHAEL KANE & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
BY~~ 
MICHAEL J. KANE 
Attorney for Respondent 
CERilFICATE OF SERv1C~ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _ day o~ I, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below and addressed to the 
following: 
Michael G. Pierce 
Attorney at Law 
P. 0. Box 1019 
Cascade, ID 8361 l 
[Facsimile: #(208) 382-3783] 
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/ ___ U.S. Mail 
___ Hand Delivery 
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Michael G. Pierce 
Attorney at Law 
P. 0. Box 1019 
Cascade, Idaho 83611 
Telephone: (208) 382-3926 
Facsimile: (208) 382-3783 
Idaho State Bar Number: 1470 
Call ~---alnat. No--~--
FIIRd A.M. ;i : S-" P.M 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOl'RTH .JL;DICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
In the Matter of the 
Driving Privileges of 
LINDA LEE HUBBARD, 
Petitioner. 
) 




) PETITIONER'S REPLY 
) BRIEF 
Petitioner submits the following in response to the Respondent's Brief. 
Respondent has provided no valid explanation or excuse for Trooper Wright not 
to have logged the .042 test result from September 91\ when the Reference Manual 
clearly mandates that he do so. 
More importantly, because the /aJf performance check prior to Ms. Hubbard's test 
was completely out of the acceptable range. Trooper Wright should have either run 
additional checks to get t\vo valid results in sequence. or taken the machine out of 
service. 
SOP 5.1.5 states that if the initial performance verification is not within the 
acceptable range. it is to "be repeated until a pair of satisfactory results are obtained." 
I Iovve\'er, in this case. the .042 result was the last one and no effort was made to 
either run additional tests or to recalibrate the machine. The machine should not have 
been used on Ms. Ilubbard under these conditions. 
PETITION ER'S REPLY BRIEF - 1 
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Da tcd this 16th day of May. 20 I I. 
l / 1 /" /,f J 
fX/-i<L~/~ 
Michael G. Pierce 
Attorney for Petitioner 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 16th day of May. 20 I I, caused true and 
correct copies of the foregoing document to be served, as follows: 
Michael J. Kane, Esq. 
Michael Kane & Associates, PLLC 
P. 0. Box 2865 
Boise, Idaho 83 70 I 
Honorable Michael R. McLaughlin 
District Judge 
200 West Front Street 






Fax to 208-342-2323 
( courtesy copy) 
l>f' U.S. Mail 
f J Fax to 287-7529 
.,../ Michael G. Pierce 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
In the Matter of the Driving Privileges of: Case No. CV 2010-500C 
LINDA LEE HUBBARD, 
Petitioner, MEMORANDUM DECISION 
10 VS. 



















For Petitioner: Michael G. Pierce, Attorney at Law 
For Respondent: Michael J. Kane of Machael Kane & Associates 
This matter came on before the Court on a Petition for Judicial Review filed by 
the Petitioner, Linda Lee Hubbard, based upon an ALS suspension of driving privileges 
PROCEEDINGS 
The Petition for Judicial Review was filed December 7, 2010. The Court granted 
a stay of the Petitioner's driver's license suspension on December 10, 2010. The Court 
set the matter for a status conference on December 27, 2010. The Department of 
Transportation lodged the Agency Record, which included the Findings of Fact by the 




hearing officer, Eric Self, on December 17, 2010. Mr. Kane appeared in the matter on 
December 23, 2010. The Court granted the stay of suspension of driving privileges on 
December 28 th . The Petitioner then, on January 3, 2011, requested leave to present 























Respondent filed an objection to the Motion to present Additional Evidence on January 
13, 2011 and the Court on February 8th , denied leave to submit additional evidence and 
set forth a briefing schedule. The respective parties submitted their briefs in a timely 
fashion and the matter came before the Court for hearing on May 26, 2011. The Court 
took the matter under advisement. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
The court shall not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the 
weight of the evidence on questions of fact. Idaho Code § 67-5279(1 ). 
The court shall affirm the agency action unless the court finds that the 
agency's findings, inferences, conclusions or decision are (a) in violation 
of constitutional statutory provisions; (b) in excess of the statutory 
authority of the agency; (c) made upon unlawful procedure; (d) not 
supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole or (e) 
arbitrary, capricious or an abuse of discretion. 
Idaho Code§ 67-5279(3). 
A hearing officer must uphold a driver's license suspension unless he or 
she finds by a preponderance of the evidence that the driver has shown 
one of several grounds enumerated in Idaho Code § 18-8002A(7) for 
vacating the suspension. Specifically, subpart (d) that the test for alcohol 
concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances administered at the 
direction of the peace officer were not conducted in accordance with the 
requirements of Section 18-8004(4 ), Idaho Code, or the testing equipment 
was not functioning properly when the test was administered. 
The party challenging an agency decision must demonstrate that the 
agency erred in a matter specified under Idaho Code § 67-5279(3) and 
that a substantial right of the party has been prejudiced. 
Price v. Payette County Board of Commissioners, 131 Idaho 426. 










The Petitioner's Statement of Facts are not in dispute. The Petitioner was 
arrested September 6, 2010 by Trooper Wright of the Idaho State Police for Driving 
Under the lnfiuence of Alcohol. After the Petitioner heard the ALS Advisory tape and 
after a mandatory 15 minute waiting period, Petitioner provided two breath samples to 
Trooper Wright on his Lifeloc FC20. The results of the breath test were .133/.109. The 
Petitioner then was given a Notice of Suspension. Because this was her second failure 
of the test within five years, the suspension was for a period of one year. The Petitioner 
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Idaho Department of Transportation. A hearing was held on October 26, 2010. 
Following the hearing, the hearing officer issued Findings and Conclusions of Law and 
an order on October 28, 2010, sustaining the license suspension. The Petitioner 
requested a reconsideration of that decision on November 1, 2010 and that request 
was denied by the hearing officer on November 17, 2010. 
ISSUES BEFORE THE COURT 
The issue before the Court is whether the Lifeloc FC20 utilized by Trooper 
Wright, was calibrated in compliance with the Idaho State Police Forensic Service 
Standard Operating Procedures and whether the Lifeloc FC20 was functioning properly 
when the test was administered to the Petitioner. 
The Idaho Standard Operating Procedure for breath alcohol testing revised as 
August 27, 2010, sets forth the standard operating procedure for calibration as well as 
the operation of breathalyzer instruments in the State of Idaho. Starting at Section 5.1 
the Standard Operating Procedure (hereinafter referred to as "SOP") the Lifeloc FC20 
portable breath testing instrument is to be verified to run a .08 and a 0.20 performance 







verification solution provided by the Idaho State Police Forensic Services. The 
performance verification using the .08 and .20 performance verification solution consist 
of two samples. These are sometimes referred to as "wet samples". A performance 
verification of the Lifeloc FC20 using a .08 performance verification solution must be 
performed within 24 hours before or after an evidentiary test to be approved for 
evidentiary use. Multiple breath alcohol tests may be covered by a single performance 
7 








There are additional requirements for the 0.08 sample that are not in dispute 
here. Acceptable results for the 0.08/0.20 performance verification requires a pair of 
samples in sequence that are both within +/- 10% of the performance verification 
solution target value. Target values and ranges of acceptable results are included in a 
certificate of analysis for each solution lot series, prepared by, and available from the 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services. A notation exists under this provision of 5.1.5 
1 s that if the initial performance verification is not within the acceptable range, the 
16 performance verification may be repeated until a pair of satisfactory results are 
1 7 obtained. 
18 
The Agency Record reflects as Exhibit A, the solution log for Lifeloc FC20 
19 
instrument in question. Officer Wright conducted calibrations on July 5, 2010 with a 
20 
0.08 solution that resulted in a .078/.079 result. On A1.1gust 2ih, Officer Wright 
21 
22 
conducted a .08 solution calibration with a .083/.082. However, as Exhibit 2 points out, 
when a calibration test was performed on August 2ih, with a .08 sample, the result was 
23 
24 a .042. This was the last calibration before the Petitioner's breath tests were obtained 
2s on September 9, 2010. The Petitioner's contention is that this .042 result from August 
26 2ih is well outside of the performance verification. The Petitioner asserts that because 









this is outside of the performance verification, the Lifeloc FC20 utilized by Officer Wright 
should have been determined to be unreliable and should have been taken out of 
service. 
The hearing officer in this case in the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
found that the testing instrument demonstrated a valid performance verification check 
on September 6, 2010, which approved the instrument for evidentiary testing in 
accordance with ISP Forensic Services Standard Operating Procedure 5.1.3. As 






and 2:27 a.m. on September 27, 2010. 1 
Exhibit 2 demonstrates the Lifeloc FC20's clock was used to obtain the .042 
result. The record is devoid of what method was used to time Exhibit 2's verification 
checks on September 27, 2010. The Petitioner did not present any proof that the time 













adequately prove pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-8002A(7) that the .042 performance 
verification was the last check prior to Petitioner's breath test. 
The hearing officer also noted that the simulator solution lot no. 09802, which is 
the same lot number used on September 6, 2010, had a target value of .083 with a 
range of 0.075 to 0.091. Although it is unknown which simulator solution lot number 
was used to perform the September 9, 2010 performance verification checks, Petitioner 
has not provided any proof that the September 9th performance verification checks were 
not within the simulator solution's target value range. 
The Court is satisfied from the evidence in this case that the Lifeloc FC20 breath 
1 It is presumed the hearing officer meant to use the date August 27, 2010 instead of September 27, 2010. 










testing instrument was properly calibrated at the time of the testing of the Petitioner. 
The Standard Operating Procedure calls for verification 24 hours before or after an 
evidentiary test is to be approved for evidentiary use. There is no requirement that the 
officer conducting the breath test log invalid results. The contention that the Lifeloc 
FC20 should have been taken out of service is contrary to the Standard Operating 
Procedure note that the "initial performance verification may not be within the 
acceptable range, therefore, the performance verification may be repeated until a pair 
of satisfactory results are obtained." Thus the Standard Operating Procedure does not 






was outside of the acceptable range. 
The record demonstrates that on September 6, 2010, less than one hour after 
the Petitioner's breath test, a performance verification was completed with results of a 
.081/.081 which is well within the+/- 10% of the performance verification solution target 
1 s value. Thus, the performance verification was also well within the 24 hours before or 











The fact that the performance verifications were completed on August 27, 2010 
with the results of a .042 and on September 9, 2010, with results of a .09/.089 has 
nothing to do with the Petitioner's breath test and certainly does not invalidate her test. 
Neither of these performance verifications were performed within 24 hours of the 
Petitioner's breath test on September 6th and thus are not relevant for purposes of 
analyzing whether her test was accurate. The Petitioner has not provided any proof 
that the September 9, 2010 performance verification checks were not within the 
simulator solution's target value range. Trooper Wright then followed the requirements 
of the Standard Operating Procedures by conducting a performance verification within 



























24 hours of the Petitioner's breath test 
The Court will find then that the Petitioner's argument regarding the inaccuracy 
of her breath test is without merit and the Court will affirm the Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law and Order dated November 17, 2010. 
DATED this J( day of May 2011. 
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Michael G. Pierce 
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10 
Michael J. Kane 
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ARCHIE N. BANBURY 
Clerk of the District Court 
By {~f/1) 
DeputyClerk 
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Michael G. Pierce 
Attorney at Law 
P. 0. Box 1019 
Cascade, Idaho 83611 
Telephone: (208) 382-3926 
Facsimile: (208) 382-3783 
Idaho State Bar Number: 1470 
Attorney for Petitioner/Appellant 
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case No, ___ nst., No, __ _ 
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IN THE DISTRICT CO)JRT OF THE FOURTH .JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
In the Matter of the Driving Privileges of ) 
) 






STATE OF IDAHO, DEPARTMENT, ) 
OF TRANSPORTATION, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
Case No. CV-2010-500-C 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, DEPARTMENT 
OF TRANSPORTATION, AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, MICHAEL J. 
KANE, MICHAEL KANE AND ASSOCIATES, PLLC, PO BOX 2865, BOISE, 
IDAHO 83701-2865; AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant, Linda Lee Hubbard, appeals against the 
above-named respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Memorandum Decision 
entered in the above-entitled action on the 31 st day of May, 2011, Honorable Judge 
Michael R. McLaughlin presiding. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL- I 
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2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgment or order described in paragraph I above is an appealable order under and 
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 11 (f). 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then 
intends to assert in the appeal, (provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not 
prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal), is as follows: 
- The court erred in affirming the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and 
Order of the Administrative Hearing Otlicer of the Idaho Department of Transportation 
dated November l 7, 20 IO. 
4. No portion of the record has been sealed. 
5. A Reporter's Transcript is not requested. 
6. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the 
clerk's record: 
(a) Petition for Judicial Review; 
(b) Petitioner's Opening Brief;; 
( c) Respondent's Brief; 
(d) Petitioner's Reply Brief; 
(e) Memorandum Decision; 
In addition, appellant requests that the Agency Record submitted by the 
Department of Transportation to the District Court be included as an exhibit. 
7. I certify: 
(a) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency 
record has been paid; 
(b) That the appellate filing fee has been paid 
(c) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to I.A.R. 20. 
NOTICE OF' APPEAL- 2 
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Michael G. Pierce 
Attorney for Petitioner/ Appellant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 8th day of July, 2011. caused a true and 
correct copy of the attached NOTICE OF APPEAL to be served, as follows: 
Office of Idaho Attorney General 
Transportation Division 
3311 West State Street 
P. 0. Box 7129 
Boise, Idaho 83707-1129 
Michael J. Kane, Esq. 
Michael Kane & Associates, PLLC 
P. 0. Box 2865 
Boise, [daho 83701 
Honorable Michael R. McLaughlin 
District Judge 
200 West Front Street 
Boise. Idaho 83702-7300 
NOTICE OF' APPEAL - 3 
[ ~ U.S. Mail 
[ ] Personal Delivery 
[ ] Fax to 334-4498 
[rU.S.Mail 
[ ] Personal Delivery 
[ _l Fax to 208-342-2323 
( courtesy C3PY) 
[1 U.S. Mail 
[ J Fax to 287-7529 
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Fou udicial District Court - Valley County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2010-0000500-C Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin 
Linda Lee Hubbard vs. State of Idaho 
User: GARRISON 














New Case Filed - Other Claims 




Filing: L3 - Appeal or petition for judicial review or cross appeal or Michael McLaughlin 
cross-petition from commission, board. or body to district court Paid by: 
Pierce, Michael G. (attorney for Hubbard, Linda Lee) Receipt number: 
0006465 Dated: 12/7/2010 Amount: $88.00 (Check) For: Hubbard, Linda 
Lee (subject) 
Petition For Judicial Review 
Motion for Stay 
Michael McLaughlin 
Michael McLaughlin 
Affidavit Of Service - Two Copies of Petition for Judicial Review and Check Michael McLaughlin 
for Ten Dollars 
Affidavit of Michael G Pierce 
Affidavit in Support of Motion For Stay 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Stay 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Stay 12/27/2010 02 30 PIVI) 
Notice of Lodging of Agency Record 
Notice of Appearance 
Notice of Court Reporter's Estimate 










Order Granting Stay Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing result for Motion to Stay held on 12/27/2010 02:30 PM: District Michael McLaughlin 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: 4 minute hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled 01/06/2011 03: 15 PM) Michael McLaughlin 
Notice of Telephonic Status Conference Under IR.C P. 16(a) & 16(b) Michael McLaughlin 
Notice of Filing Agency Record Michael McLaughlin 
Agency Record Michael McLaughlin 
Motion For Leave To Present Additional Evidence Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Leave To Present Additional Michael McLaughlin 
Evidence 
Notice Of Hearing Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/20/2011 10:00 AM) Motion For Leave To Michael McLaughlin 
Submit Additional Evidence 
Hearing result for Status held on 01/06/2011 03: 15 PM: District Court Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: 6 minutes 
Hearing result for Motion held on 01/20/2011 10:00 AM: Hearing Vacated Michael McLaughlin 
Motion For Leave To Submit Additional Evidence 
Hearing Scheduled (Status 02/02/2011 04:00 PM) Motion to Consider Michael McLaughlin 
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Fou udicial District Court - Valley County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2010-0000500-C Current Judge Michael McLaughlin 
Linda Lee Hubbard vs. State of Idaho 
User: GARRISON 















Objection To Motion For Leave To Present Additional Evidence 
Memorandum In Support Of Objection To Motion For Leave To Present 
Additional Evidence 
Hearing result for Motion held on 02/02/2011 04:00 PM: Interim Hearing 






Order Denying Leave To Submit Additional Evidence & Order Establishinig Michael McLaughlin 
Briefing Schedule 
Hearing Scheduled (Judicial Review 05/26/2011 03:00 PM) Oral 
Argument 
Petitioner's Opening Breif 
Respondant's Brief 
Petitioner's Reply Brief 
Motion for Leave to Appear Telephonically for Oral Argument 
Order Allowing Respondent to Appear Telephonically for Oral Argument 
Decision Or Opinion--Affirmed Agency Decision 
Civil Disposition entered for: State of Idaho, Defendant. Filing date: 
5/31/2011 










Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Supreme Court Paid Michael McLaughlin 
by: Hubbard, Linda Lee (plaintiff) Receipt number: 0003030 Dated: 
7/8/2011 Amount: $101.00 (Cash) For: Hubbard, Linda Lee (plaintiff) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 3031 Dated 7/8/2011 for 120.00) 
Appealed To The Supreme Court 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Motion For Stay on Appeal 
Memorandum in Support of Motion For Stay on Appeal 







Notice Of Hearing Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Stay 07/21/2011 10:30 AM) Stay on Appeal Michael McLaughlin 
to Supreme Court 
Stipulation For Stay on Appeal Michael McLaughlin 
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IN THE MATTER OF THE SUS PENS ION OF ) 
THE DRIVER'S LICENSE OF LINDA LEE ) 
HUBBARD. ) 
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SUPREME COURT NO. 38969-2011 




A pp ea l From: Fourth Judicial District, Valley County 
Michael R. McLaughlin, Presiding 
Court Case No.: CV-2010-500*C 
Order or Judgment Appealed From: Memorandum Decision filed 5/31/11 
Counsel for Petitioner/Appellant: Michael G. Pierce 
P. 0. Box 1019 
Cascade, ID 83611 
208-392-3926 
Counsel for Respondent/Respondent: Michael J. Kane 
Appealed By: Linda Lee Hubbard 
Michael Kane & Associates, PLLC 
P. 0. Box 2865 
Boise, ID 83701 
Appealed Against: State of Idaho, Department of Transportation 
Notice of Appeal Filed: July 8, 2011 
Notice of Cross-Appeal Filed: NA 
Appellate Fee Paid: Yes 
Request for Additional Reporter's Transcript Filed: No 
Request for Additional Record Filed: No 
Name of Reporter: Diane Cromwell 
Was Reporter's Transcript Requested: No 
DATED this 11th day of July, 2011. 
ARCHIE N. BANBURY, CLERK 
By: _~~<·--tr~ 
rDeputy Clerk 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL - 0 A 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
IN THE MATTER OF THE SUSPENSION OF 
THE DRIVER'S LICENSE OF LINDA LEE 
HUBBARD. 
LINDA LEE HUBBARD, 
Petitioner/Appe~lant, 
-vs-





SUPREME COURT NO. 38969-2011 









I, ARCHIE N. BANBURY, Clerk of the District Court of the 
Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the 
County of Valley, do hereby certify that the following is a list 
of the exhibits, offered or admitted and which have been lodged 
with the Supreme Court or retained as indicated: 
DESCRIPTION 





IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed 
the seal of the said Court this 12th day of July, 2011. 
ARCHIE N. BANBURY, 
Clerk of the District Court 
By: 
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
IN THE MATTER OF THE SUSPENSION OF ) 
THE DRIVER'S LICENSE OF LINDA LEE ) 
HUBBARD. ) 
-------------------~ 
LINDA LEE HUBBARD, 
Petitioner/Appellant, 
-vs-






)SUPREME COURT NO. 38969-2011 
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I, ARCHIE N. BANBURY, Clerk of the District Court of the 
Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for -:=he 
County of Valley, do hereby certify that the foregoing Record in 
this cause was compiled and bound under my direction and contains 
true and correct copies of all pleadings, documents and papers 
designated to be included under Rule 28, IAR, the Notice of 
Appeal, any Notice of Cross-Appeal, and any additional documents 
requested to be included. 
I do further certify that all documents, x-rays, charts and 
pictures offered or admitted as exhibits in the above entitled 
cause, if any, will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme 
Court along with the Court Reporter's Transcript, if requested, 
and Clerk's Record as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate 
Rules. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE TO RECORD - 99 
the seal of the said Court t s 22nd day of July, 2011. 
ARCHIE N. BANBURY 
Clerk of the District Court 
arff~ / Deputy 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 100 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
IN THE MATTER OF THE SUSPENSION OF 
THE DRIVER'S LICENSE OF LINDA LEE 
HUBBARD. --------------------
LINDA LEE HUBBARD, 
Petitioner/Appellant, 
-vs-
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I, ARCHIE N. BANBURY, Clerk of the District Court of the 
Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the 
County of Valley, do hereby certify that I have personally served 
or mailed, by United States Mail, postage prepaid, one copy of the 
Clerk's Record and any Reporter's Transcript to each of the 
Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
Michael G. Pierce 
Attorney at Law 
Hand Delivered 
Michael J. Kane 
Michael Kane & Associates 
1087 West River St., Ste 100 
Boise, ID 83701-2865 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed 
the seal of the said Court this 25th day of July, 2011. 
ARCHIE N. BANBURY, CLERK 
By~ ;tSeputy 
CERT FICATE OF SER ICE -
